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he Republic of Kazakhstan meets twenty
years of its independence in carrying out
large-scale developments of fundamental
socio-economic and political reforms and
the international community sees Kazakhstan as a
credible and influential member of global processes.
Reputation of competitive state is firmly entrenched for the Kazakhstan, as evidenced by timely
and effective responses to new risks and challenges of
the XXI century.
At the same time keep in mind that modern system of international relations over the past decade
has undergone major changes. Defining trend has
become unipolar model transformation in multipolar
world. New regional integration associations — BRICS,
the SCO are formed, global production systems are
created, and single information network linked the
continents.

In an analysis of the internal content processes occurring in the world is becoming apparent that over
the past decade significantly increased the role of the
personal factor of political leaders that are at the turning points of the historical process provided timely responses to global challenges. Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev is one such prominent public figure. In
the present quote is indicative of characteristics, which
gave to President of Kazakhstan one of the world’s leading politicians, the father of Singapore reform, Lee Kwan
U: “President Nazarbayev — a major figure among the
heads of the various republics. The leader of Kazakhstan
is a measure of tough, practical, quick and decisive man,
charming, talented and tenacious, which is recognized as
the leader and the other republics of the former Soviet
Union. If Nazarbayev will be at the helm of the republic,
Kazakhstan will have much more chance of success “[1].
The leader of Kazakhstan — the initiator of many innovative projects in which the integration is seen as an
important means of achieving stable and sustainable development not only in the “country project”, but also at
international level. Thus, in an interview to the editor of
“Nezavisimaya Gazeta” V. Tretyakov, February 24, 2000,
Nursultan Nazarbayev, said: “Our reading of the Eurasian
eliminates the conjuncture geopolitical vibrations and allows the deep logic of history. Today the world is determined by the development of integration processes. Who
will remain on the fringes that fall behind in everything.
The Europeans, realizing this, have been able to rise
above old wrongs and set at the center the principles of
unity. It is this association I had in mind [2].
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At a time when the post-Soviet space facing the
consequences of major “geopolitical catastrophe”
— the disintegration of the USSR, N. Nazarbayev has
formulated the basic principles of regional integration,
which are embodied in the famous “Project on the formation of a Eurasian Union of States.” Focusing on
inter-state interaction and integration of the countries
of Eurasia is its foundation.
So, Vladimir Putin stressed: “I have always deeply
respected Nursultan Nazarbayev for his consummate
professionalism, wisdom, vitality, commitment to his
native country and its people. The ability to think strategically and intelligently build relationships with foreign partners, consistently defend the position of Kazakhstan in the world have always been distinguished
the President Nursultan Nazarbayev, ensuring you
deserved status as one of the leading politicians and
statesmen of our time “[3].
In March 1994, at Moscow State University named
after M.V. Lomonosov on a high and credible podium
in front of the true elite of the Russian scientific community the Eurasian strategy of Nursultan Nazarbayev
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passed the evolutionary path, has the practical content. The key tool to achieve the “Eurasian project is
the effective operating structure of the integration —
the EurAsEC, Customs Union and forming a Single economic space. In modern conditions the idea of “practical Eurasianism” is the effective development of
integration processes in the former Soviet Union and
the formation of common policies of modernization.
Brilliant foresights play a huge role in world history.
Conception and will of political figure can pass ahead
the time, change the world, break stereotypes, expand
the boundaries of possibility. In this context, the value
Nursultan Nazarbayev’s initiatives are not only that
he could see something more than a policy-contemporaries. President of Kazakhstan was not only a politician-pragmatist, but also as an outstanding strategist, deeply perceiving new civilizational meanings that
emerged at the turn of the century — the passing of XX
and the new XXI century.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said: “The
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan
Nazarbayev is a recognized national leader, politi-
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cian of world class, having a great life experience, an
extraordinary energy and capacity for work. He justly
enjoys great prestige both at home and far beyond. It
is difficult to overestimate the personal contribution
of Nursultan Nazarbayev to the formation and development of strategic partnership between Russia and
Kazakhstan. Largely due to his political will and vision
the peoples of our countries in the difficult conditions
of the late XX century has not only preserved, but also
multiply the traditions of good neighborliness and trust.
Helping each other, we are consistently strengthening
the capacity of multifaceted Russian-Kazakh relations
are an example of effective mutual cooperation in the
Eurasian space “[4].
Kazakh leader proposed a breakthrough idea of
forming the Eurasian Union of States, urged the Heads
of neighboring states in the effectiveness of the made
integration proposals and with them active participation was able to successfully implement the Eurasian
project to life.
The idea of “practical Eurasianism” has identified
the strategic vector of development of the Eurasian
space in the direction of integration cooperation in
the region. The implementation of this task in a short
time was made possible through political will of Heads
of States — members of the EurAsEC, all participants
in the process of Eurasian integration, but, of course,
Nursultan Nazarbayev, as the founder and champion
of contemporary Eurasianism, belongs to a special role
here.
Speaking at the University named after L.N. Gumilev, the President of Kazakhstan, said: “Eurasianism
— the idea of the future. This is a jewel in the crown
of the integration process, which requires the globalization of today. Three practical things — the Eurasian
Economic Community, the CICA and the SCO – are
three components of future Eurasianism. I think that
these organizations have come together in the future
and, ultimately, a large Eurasian idea, the unity of the
Eurasian continent will win. But this idea needs a spiritual, scientific basis “[5].
Since that time, the Eurasian idea got strong intellectual and scientific content, the main feature of
which is organic interweaving of theory and practice.
President Hu Jintao said that he was happy success, which has reached Kazakhstan for 20 years of
independence. “I am deeply convinced that under your
leadership, government and people of Kazakhstan in
strengthening its statehood in national achievement
surely achieve even more remarkable, brilliant success,” — said the head of the PRC.
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He noted that over 20 years of diplomatic relations
“between us finally resolved the border question left us
a legacy of history, signed a treaty on good neighborliness” [6].
Major achievements of the country — political and
social stability, interethnic peace and civic harmony,
effective foreign policy, recognized and effective leadership in the integration process — is inextricably linked
with the name of the First President of Kazakhstan.
It was laid the foundation for sustainable political,
economic and environmental development in Kazakhstan. N.A. Nazarbayev is one of the leaders of nuclear states, who first renounced nuclear weapons. He
closed the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site in its decision. He is currently conducting a policy the refusal of
all countries from nuclear weapons and using of the
atom for peaceful purposes only.
In the global political arena the leader of Kazakhstan is the initiator of the integration of the Turkicspeaking Islamic countries in cooperation with international organizations.
Republic, headed by Nazarbayev was awarded
with the rights of one of the first among the CIS states
to lead the OSCE.
Republic is actively implements policy of ethnic
friendship among peoples and tolerance as a multiethnic country. All of this is the fundamental idea of
Assembly of Kazakhstan nations, where every member
has the same rights as the indigenous population.
Nazarbayev has created new principles of internal
and external public policies that consolidate various
state systems, the various religious denominations,
different nationalities. All world religions can and must
find a common language. This was stated by President
Nursultan Nazarbayev. Bright evidence this — the experience of Kazakhstan, where peacefully inhabited by
the representatives of 140 ethnic groups and 46 reli№3 — 4

gions. Fertile foundation for the cultivation of universal
harmony and unity in Kazakhstan is the growing role
of Kazakhstan People’s Assembly and the Congress of
World Religions. Interfaith peace and peaceful interethnic interaction, a balance between tradition and
innovation, including in socio-cultural environment,
are important factors in building a civil society and the
preservation of statehood.
“Since ancient times, our people believed that
health is the main wealth of human. Following this
ancient precept, the state is doing everything possible to strengthen the spiritual and physical health of
citizens”, — President said. He underlined that only a
healthy nation can be called competitive. Therefore
one of strategic policy of our state is the expansion of
mass sports movement. Sport is an area that works on
the prestige and authority of the country. During the
years of Independence, our athletes have won many
times at major international competitions. Flag of Kazakhstan proudly raised in honor of those victories. Let
multiply the achievements and victories of Kazakhstani athletes “- wished the president.
As an ideologue and modernizer of social-economic development of Republic, he pays great attention
to development of a cluster economy, road maps and
other investment projects.
Capital of the Republic — Astana, which gave impetus to the development of all sectors of the economy,
is the brainchild of President Nursultan Nazarbayev.
Young Capital, changing before our eyes — the symbol of creation, creativity and progress of the people
of Kazakhstan. Today the Kazakh capital Astana is becoming more attractive for residents of the country and
for foreign visitors. The current architecture of the city,
combining the best traditions of Eastern and European
cultures, demonstrates its appearance as a center of
politics, culture and economy. In the development of
the architectural concept of the city was taken into
account the idea of President Nursultan Nazarbayev
of giving the city a Eurasian appearance. The famous
Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa was the author of
Master Plan development of Astana. He is the author
projects the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam, the international airport in Kuala Lumpur and the National
Museum of Ethnology in Osaka. Created architectural
ensembles on Kurokawa’s general project combine
modern design and Asian flavor. This gave the city a
unique appearance. Astana has become a testing
ground for ideas and for another famous architect —
Norman Foster, the British, the recognized leader in
the hi-tech architectural style. Norman Foster — Archi-
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tect who built the Millennium Bridge in London and the
world’s largest airport in Beijing, the renovated building
Bundestag in Berlin and Commerzbank in Frankfurt am
Main — the tallest skyscraper in Europe, rebuilt Wembley Stadium in London, and erected a famous tower
for the Hearst Corporation in New York City. Foster is
the author of the project one of the most original buildings in London — the skyscraper-cucumber SwissRe.
In Astana, Norman Foster built the most unique house
religions in the world — the Palace of Peace. The team
of architect also erected a new entertainment center
for the capital of Kazakhstan — “Khan Shatyr.” The
city, built in the unique short time, became part of the
“Kazakh brand.”
The political style of President Nursultan
Nazarbayev, who owns a deep philosophy of the modern world processes, is clearly manifested in an era of
change, in the critical two decades at the turn of the
XX and XXI centuries, when the leader of Kazakhstan
has managed in the most difficult and critical period to
choose the right strategic direction, clearly justify own
position and make it available to the public.
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Kazakhstan's architecture —
fragments of recent history
A.A. Tatygulov
KAZGOR Design Academy, President

Мақала Қазақстанның соңғы 20 жыл ішіндегі сәулет-құрылыс саласының даму бағытына
арналған. Мақалада әлемдегі жас астаналардың бірі Астана қаласының сәулеттік келбетін жасауда атқарылған жұмыстар мен сәулетшілердің еңбегін атап өтеді. Сонымен қатар Алматы
қаласының сіулетіне ерекше көңіл бөлініп, оның дамуына қомақты үлес қосқан «KAZGOR»
жобалау академиясы, оның республикада сәулет мектебін қалыптастырып, әлемге белгілі
сәулетшілердің шоқжұлдызын тәрбиелеп шығарғандығы баяндалады. Автор бүгінгі күні
Қазақстан және оның сәулет-құрылыс мектебі дамыған елдердің жетекші компанияларымен қатар тұрғандығын, Қазақстан сәулетшілері үшін дүние жүзіне танымал сәулет өнерінің
шеберлерімен бірігіп жұмыс істеу мүмкіндіктері ашылғандығын атап өтеді.
6

Статья посвящена развитию архитектурно-строительной отрасли Казахстана за последние
20 лет. В статье освящаются проведенные работы и огромный труд архитекторов в создании
архитектурного облика одной из самых молодых столиц в мире – города Астаны. Также особое
внимание уделено архитектуре Алматы, в развитии которой внесла значительный вклад проектная академия «KAZGOR», где зарождалась архитектурная школа республики и воспитывалась целая плеяда выдающихся, известных далеко за пределами страны архитекторов. Автор
отмечает, что сегодня Казахстан и его архитектурно-строительная школа стоят в одном ряду с
ведущими компаниями развитых стран мира и для казахстанских архитекторов открываются
широкие горизонты для совместной работы с мировыми именами в архитектуре.

Abstract
Paper is devoted to the development of architectural and construction industry in Kazakhstan over
the past 20 years. The paper presents the carried out
work and huge work of architects in creation of architectural appearance of one of the youngest capitals
in the world — the city of Astana. Also, special attention was given to architecture of Almaty, in the development of which made a significant contribution the
design academy «KAZGOR», where there was an architectural school of the republic and studied prominent
architects, well-known outside the country. The author
notes that today Kazakhstan and its School of Architecture and Construction are on a par with the leading
№3 — 4

companies in developed countries and for the architects of Kazakhstan opened wide horizons for cooperation with world-known names in architecture.
Keywords: Architecture of Kazakhstan, KAZGOR
Once the region of steppes and deserts that hosted caravan pathways only, nowadays is lined with
highways, railways, transcontinental air routes that
connect villages, towns and cities of my country and
foreign states. The current image of the Republic is the
most convincing illustration of our life tempo. Kazakhstan is famous for its industrial enterprises, riches
of its earth, talents of its people, the settlements and
the cities built.
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Figure 1, 1a. “Nursaya” Housing development.
Master Plan. Location: Astana. Design: Y2003.

The horizons of art in the most peaceful and creative trade related to architectural work and building activities are particular wide and is like a great wonderful
scene with amazing specimens of striking and inimitable graceful shapes. Tremendous masterpieces of architectural art — skyscrapers, megapolises, mixed use
facilities, city gardens, alleys of cottages, penthouses,
shakhristans, caravan-sarais, fountains of palaces,
branching of channels and many to add served for the
benefit of people during the whole historic period and
nowadays in particular. The current development of
independent Kazakhstan is expressed in its new beautiful capital Astana that keeps amazing by its architectural masterpieces at every turn.
Philosophy of beauty of the endless steppe areas
is inherent to the capital city in Sary-Arca and always
induces a wish of sharing it with a mankind. Therefore,
both proportion and harmony of the projects devel-

oped are conformable. For architects it is important to
enrapture with a positive process ongoing in our country – the dynamic construction of the new capital Astana that has laid a stable foundation for architectural
renascence.
Decision to transfer the capital from Almaty to Astana being audacious by scale of the idea and historical significance has being implemented in 1997 when
it became the youngest capital in the world within the
Eurasian region. Specific geopolitical location of the
capital in the midpoint of Eurasian continent that links
major traffic arteries; unprecedented scope of construction shaping the unique by its style image of attractive
“pearl” on vast areas of Kazakhstan steppes plays a key
mobilising role in expansion of the market economy and
ensure solidarity of the Republican community.
The imagination and creative enthusiasm of the
architects reflected in particular scope the new left№3 — 4
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Figure 2. Institute of Strategic Research. Fund and Office. Location: Almaty. Design: Y2002.
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bank part of the city is being developed. Here both
Kazakhstan and foreign builders implement the most
original designs that utilise various style trends, new
technologies and state-of-the-art building materials.
Distinct from each other and unique in terms of innovative approach the architectural complexes create inimitable appearance of the new city striking with spatial concepts and uncommon shapes.
It is now we see the capital as a beautiful outcome
of inspirational work of the enormous number of the
God gifted young people, ambition in a good creative
sense and the love to their vast areas. But at the moment the Head of the State spoke at the session of the
Supreme Soviet of the Republic of Kazakhstan (6 July
1994), where he reasonably proved the necessity to
transfer the capital, his address was based on appeal
to understand and support that decision.
Among the first who enthusiastically perceived the
given circumstances were creators of architectural
art. There was a team young promising people – K.
J. Montakhayev, T. Y. Yeraliyev, S. I. Rustembekov, B.
F. Dosmagambetov and S. Y. Zhunussov, whose creative path may be called as available vanguard force
with a stubborn commitment to transform provincial
Tselinograd to a showy, representative capital city.
№3 — 4

To implement such transformation the number of
measures has been arranged in which everybody was
involved with great interest, since they understood that
in such complicate period it will provide workplaces for
designers of that ilk (architects, structural engineers,
MEP engineers, etc.), builders, and further operators.
The first concept of the Akmola Master Plan was
developed and submitted for approval of the President
N. Nazarbayev as early as in 1995 by the initiative of
young architects whose ideas have been engaged further to create facilities and developments of Astana
city.
The proposals on urban-panning development of
the capital continued in 1996 at the Republican contest for Astana city Master Plan concept with a panel
of judges headed by DEng A. A. Kulibayev, Academician of the National Engineering Academy in which the
above team of authors has won the First Prize.
Initiated by the RK President an International Contest was arranged in 1998 followed by approval of A.
Sh. Tatygulov with the Republic of Kazakhstan Government Resolution # 199 dated 11 March as a chairman of the International Contest for Sketch-idea of
the new capital Astana development Master Plan with
27 participants from different countries – Japan, USA,
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Australia, Italy, Bulgaria, Germany, Pakistan, Poland,
Czechia, France, Korea, Finland, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Belorussia, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia
and other with the prizes distributed as follows: the
First Prize went to Kisho Kurokawa (Japan), the team
headed by K. J. Montakhayev won the Second Prize
and the Third Prize was awarded to Russian architects.
Building a functional and comfortable city environment makes it possible to compare the work of architects with the work of director of a “City” named a
theater and a screenwriter of the life lived here. The
objectives architects identify for themselves are just
to build for ages thinking about future. Having this in
mind the Master Plans of Kazakhstan cities and towns,
designs of detail planning of public centers of cities
are being developed, including Astana, Almaty, Atyrau
(Republican Contest, 2001-2003), Aktau (2005), Karaganda (Republican contest, 1st Prize), Taldykorgan,
Aktobe (2003), Kulsary (2002), Jezkazgan, Temirtau,
and other. This work is within the competence of highly
skilled professionals of such urban-planning companies as “Astanagenplan”, “Urbostil”, “Orta”, “Kazgiprograd”, “Grado” et al. Outstanding architects — the
characteristic that may be used both for them all collectively and separately.
The successfully selected composition and functional massing and planning solutions may be considered as one of the main remarkable sights of any city.
For example, the architecture of Almaty, the so called
south capital is set off by the snow-white Alatay picks.
Today’s Almaty is unique, modern, and beautiful city
with more than 1 million inhabitants. It has been built
to span under well-considered layout and with love.
No cheerless and monotonic blocks of houses can be
seen here, the architecture of recent developments
are novel with no replication of major buildings. And all
this is a reflection of lives, souls of the persons whose
character, image and talent are successive since the
history exists. KAZGOR Design Academy founded in
the 30-ties of the past century is an Alma mater of
design and architectural business of Kazakhstan, the
place where the architectural school of the Republic
was built to breed the whole pleiad of outstanding architects famous well over outside the country such as
T. K. Bassenov, N. I. Ripinskyi, M .M. Mendikulov, U.
G. Ratushnyi et al, who have created the unique architectural masterpieces both within and outside the
Republic.
During the years of history the architects of KAZGOR DA have created unique projects determinative
for the appearance of our Republic cities and towns

Figure 3. Kazakh Drama Theatre (International
Contest, the second prize). Location:
Astana. Design: Y2010.
and being a pride of domestic architecture including
“Kazakhstan” Hotel — the so called “crown” of the
south capital, and also the Palace of the Republic (City
Hall), “Alma-Ata” Hotel, RK National Library, RK Central
State Museum, first in the Republic fashionable “Alatau” Hotel and many other to add.
In the period of gaining independence and becoming a new sovereign state the time that demanded
studying new market laws, new economic strategies
and searching for non-standard ways and solutions,
identifying its own predestination in new conditions
KAZGOR Design Academy succeeded not only to remain standing, but also to keep status of a leading institution in the industry.

Figure 4, 4a. Information Technologies Park.
Location: Almaty, Alatau village. Design: Y2010. Gross
Floor Area: 2,633,400.00 sqm
№3 — 4
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Figure 5. “Nurly-Tau” poly-use centre. Location: Almaty. Design: Y2006. Gross Floor Area: 320,000.00 sqm.

Figure 6, 6a. “Rakhat-Towers” mixed use development. Location: Almaty. Design: Y2003.
№3 — 4
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This happened thanks to material and technical
basis maintained and the staff whose creative potential is known well outside the Republic that allowed
the Academy to perform such jobs as development
of designs for construction projects, adapt designs
developed by foreign designers to Kazakhstan’s conditions, develop and issue new RK regulatory documents with their translation into national and English
languages, together with American company SNIP
Register Inc. (Chicago, USA) develop an electronic database “ZERDE-INFO” comprising more than 35000
regulatory and technical documents and statutory instruments effective within RK, conduct monitoring of
prices for resources, generate new RK estimate and
regulatory database at Y2001 price level and “SANA2001” software for construction cost estimating, conduct workshops to train users from various companies
representing all regions of the Republic on how to use
the software products and many other.
With transition to the market economy and entrance of foreign investors to Kazakhstan’s market the
necessity arose to search for reliable foreign partners
for long-term co-operation. Joint activity, exchange of
experience with well-known companies from the USA,
United Kingdom, Russia, Japan, Italy, Turkey, Austria
and other countries КAZGOR DA has been working
together since 1993 including in the field of Quality

Figure 7. Russian Drama Theatre (the prize for the
best initiative design). Location: Astana.
Design: Y2010.
Management and also the requirements they pose
to partners have driven the Academy management to
make decision related to improvement of the design
management system in order to comply with international standards Series ISO 9001:2000.
Having worked wide experience in design engineering and quality management according to soviet system (Complex Design Quality Management
System) by that moment КAZGOR as the leading design institution of the Republic kept on dealing with
analysis of the management methods in that intricate

Figure 8, 8a. Architect Kisho Kurokawa and his
colleagues. The head is Kisho Kurokawa.
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Figure 9, 9a. “Ak Orda” design and construction firm, the Republic of Kazakhstan. The head is K. J.
Montakhayev.
period of transition to market business management
mechanisms.
The efforts and laborious work of the Academy
personnel in their strive to improve the Quality management System resulted in international recognition firstly acknowledged in January 2003 among the
designers of CIS countries and within Kazakhstan by
awarding Certificate of Compliance by International
Certification Organization TUV NORD CERT (Germany)
that was repeatedly verified ( in 2006 and 2009) by
re-certification audits, and since 2009 an Integrated
Management System (IMS) has been also implemented to cover the requirements of three international
standards: ISO 9001:2008 (Quality Management), ISO
14001:2004 (Environmental Management) and BS
OHSAS 18001:2008 (Occupational Health and Safety) also verified by Certification body TUV NORD CERT
GmbH.
Today within KAZGOR Design Academy the trainees and followers of the above maestros in architecture work headed by Tokhtar Y. Yeraliyev, Honored
Architect of the RK, Academician of Architecture who
following traditions of the architectural school train the
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young generation of architects to gain workmanship
and develop the projects being a beatification of many
cities of the Republic.
On the eve of the 20th country independence highly
skilled creative team of KAZGOR Design Academy continues traditions of its predecessors with dignity. In the
period of ruling market economy the following was built
based on the designs developed by KAZGOR DA: “Nursaya” Housing development, Astana, Tengizchevroil
Office and Housing development, Atyrau, “Institute of
Strategic Research, Fund and Office”, Almaty, “RakhatTowers” mixed use development, Almaty that forms
urban-planning node organically linked with existing
“Rakhat Palace” building in Almaty, Information Technologies Park (1st stage) within Alatau village nearby
Almaty, “ Nurly-Tau poly-use centre together with joint
works related to provision of technical support for the
following projects: “Essentai” mixed use complex, Almaty, “Mixed use building with car parking”, Atyrau,
Kazkommertsbank Office building, at Al-Farabi Avenue,
office buildings of Almaty financial and North financial
districts in Almaty, Business center Park View Office
Towers in Almaty, “Mixed use Office, Hotel and Residen-
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tial development with underground car park in Almaty,
“International Logistics Park”, Talgar district, “Ansar
Housing Development”, Almaty; Hotel and Residential
development at Furmanov street, Almaty; “Mega Residence” complex, Almaty; Master Plan of “Ritz Carlton”
Hotel and Residential development, Almaty; Hotel and
Residential development at al-Farabi Avenue, Almaty
and other. All these works have been developed in collaboration with the world-known companies as “SOM”,
“LERA”, “RAMSA” (USA), “Foster+Partners”, “Buro Happold”, “Arup” (UK), “Design Group”, “Murat Sivka” (Turkey), “Space Group” (South Korea), etc.
Today Kazakhstan and its architectural and building school are ranked the same as similar leading designers of developed countries with well-tuned mutually beneficial equal partnership relations.
In 1993 in Chicago the Union of Architects of Kazakhstan became the full member of the International
Union of Architects unifying more than two hundred
countries under its aegis. The architects of Kazakhstan
are grateful to Nursultan Abishevich Nazarbayev, our
President for his high and invaluable assistance with
entering into this highly professional world community.
Strategic outcomes of this unforgettable and historic
for Kazakhstan’s architects’ action can be clearly seen
today. Famous and well-known architects of America,
Europe, Japan, France, Italy, and South Korea are engaged in engineering and construction in Astana, Almaty, Atyrau, Aktau, and Kokshetau.
Wider horizons for a real work in collaboration with
the world-known names in architecture have been

opened for Kazakhstan architects, especially for young
generation. The process of Kazakhstan integration into
the world community is going with acceleration thanks
to efforts of the country leaders and this is reality of
XXI century and therefore, we feel confident that Kazakhstan that holds globally significant forums will host
the World Architectural Congress in future. Along with
their creative activity the Kazakhstan’s architects participate in the actions within the framework of regional
meetings of International Union of Architects, International Association of Architects of CIS countries gradually preparing a basis for the big event. Everybody
understands well that holding of the International Congress of Architects in the newly built Astana capital will
have another positive world-over resonance to demonstrate advanced reality in industrial and cultural life
of Kazakhstan. We do sincerely hope this will proceed
successfully if we demonstrate our will in a striving to
create grand architectural works that found affirmative
response in the world architectural community, and we
also confident in creative potential of Kazakhstani architects all the more so as they have a unique opportunity of learning from joint work with the world grandees
in architecture so that to achieve international level
with their architectural works.
20 years of independence for an architect is a
period of self-appraising travel in professional activity, and at the same time a moment that gives rise to
the feeling of a solid foundation supported by longterm experience the origination of new creative ideas
starts with.

Figure 10, 10a. Central Urban Planning Institute within Academy of Architecture of Russia. The head is K. F.
Neusroyev.
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H

e was born on December 9, 1956 in the
village Novobogat Makhambet area Guriev
region (now Atyrau region). He graduated
from the natural geography department
of Ural State Pedagogical Institute named after A.
Pushkin. He is a Doctor of Political Sciences.
Since 1991 — Chairman of State Committee of Republic of Kazakhstan on Youth. Since 1993 — Assistant to the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Since 1995 — Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic
of Kazakhstan. Since 1997 — Deputy Prime Minister
— Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic
of Kazakhstan. Since 1997 — Deputy Head of Presidential Administration of the Republic of Kazakhstan
— Head of the organizational and Control Department
of the Presidential Administration of Kazakhstan.
Since 1998 — First Assistant to the President of the
Republic of Kazakhstan. Since 1999 — Akim of Atyrau
region. From December 2000 — Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Since 2002 — The
Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Since
2003 — Kazakh Secretary of State. In 2004 he was
appointed Head of the Presidential Administration,
from December 2004 to April 2008 — Akim of Almaty
city. From April 2008 — Akim of Astana city. Member
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of the Council Security Committee. He is Chairman
of the Public Council for the state program "Cultural
Heritage" for 2004-2006., Chairman of the National
Commission of the RK for UNESCO. He is the organizer of several international cultural expeditions to
Mongolia, western Kazakhstan and the Astrakhan
region of Russia ("Caspian Sea: Oil and culture"),
etc. The result of one of them (2000) was the return
from Mongolia to Kazakhstan copies of the ancient
monument monumental letters on stone — Kul Tegin.
I.N. Tasmagambetov is the author of "Social and political renewal of "Kazakhstan: Trends and Priorities"
(1996), "Kazakhstan: the evolution of the state and
society" (1996, co-author), "Social policy and political
transformation" (1997), "The product master jewelers
in Central Asia" (1997), "100 years of oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan (Past and Present)" (1999, coauthor), "From Beijing to Astana: The Story of transfer
of the capital" (2001, co-author), "Saraichik" (2002,
co-author), "Kulpytas" (2002), "Centaur of the Great
Steppe" (2005).
I.N. Tasmagambetov — a man of high culture, which
for 20 years, works hand in hand, embodying the ideas
of N.A. Nazarbayev at the most difficult areas, taking
an active part in settling Astana.
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ҚАЗАҚ ЕЛІНІҢ
БОЙТҰМАРЫ —
АСТАНА

Академик Ә.С. Бейсенова

Бәрі де есімізде.
1997 жылы 20-қазанда Қазақстан Республикасының Президенті «Қазақстан Республикасының
астанасы туралы» Указға кол қойды. Бірак бұл —
оңай шешіле салған мәселе емес еді Еқі жылдай Президент ұсынысы Парламентте, баспасөз
беттерінде, зиялы қауым мен халық ортасында
талқыланып әртұрлі пікір туғызды. Ойлы көзбен
қарағанда, Президенттің бұл ұсынысында алыстан ойлайтын, көреген саясаткердің батыл шешімі
аңғарылатын еді Осындай пікірге келіп, халыққа
айту да оған оңай болмағанын түсіну қиын емес.
Бір жағынан, тәуелсіздік алғанмен, экономикалық
қиындықтардан көтеріле алмай жатқан халқы,
жаңа астана салудың қиындықтары, көпшіліктің
оны бірден қолдап кете коймағаны — бәрі де оны
ойландырмай қалған жок. Алайда қиындыққа тосылып қалмай, тәуелсіз елін болашаққа бастаудың
лайықты жолдарын іздестіру, қазақ жері мен елінің
тұтастығын сақтап қалу саясаты оны батыл шешімге
жетеледі. Бұган елбасының төзімпаз, қырағы басшы ретінде елінің тарихы мен географиялық
бітімін жетік білуі, соған қоса үлкен мемлекеттердің
астаналарының қоныстану жағдайларынан мол
хабары барлығы көмектесті. Астананы Акмолаға
көшіру арқылы қазақ мемлекеттігінің алдында тұрған бірқатар стратегиялық проблемаларды шешуге болатыны айқын еді Астана үшін

Қазақстан территориясының орта тұсынан орын
таңдалды. Бұның бір астананың ғана емес, жалпы мемлекеттің қауіпсіздігін сақтаудың, оны сырткы
және ішкі табиғат және адам колымен жасалатын
апаттардан қорғаудың, шет мемлекеттермен тең
қарым-қатынас жұргізудің жолдарын қоса шешетіні,
республиканың өндіргіш күштерін орналастыру мен
дамытуға пайдалы ықпал ететіні даусыз еді.
Осы жағдайлар ел мүддесін ойлайтын азаматтардың бәрін де ойландырады. Біз де ойландық. Сол
бір тұста менің «Где быть центру?» (об экономикогеографических аспектах переноса столицы в Акмолу)» деген макала («Казахстанская правда»,
1995, 20 сентября) жазғаным есімде. Онда мен
жоғарыда айтылған мәселелер төңірегінде Президент ұсынысын куаттап, ғылыми-географиялық
тұргыдан Акмолаға көшірудің үш ерекшелігі барын сипаттадым, біріншіден, географиялақ орны,
екіншіден стратегиялық жағдайы, ұшіншіден,
әлеуметтік-экономикалық орталықта жатуы оның
Еуразия аймағындағы елдермен катынас жасаудың
тиімділігі. Осы күнге шейін Қазақстанның астанасын таба алмай келгенін, бұрынғы астаналар —
Орынбор, Кызылорда, Алматы — Мәскеудің
қатысуымен партиялық функционерлердің айтуымен таңдалғанын жаздым. Сонымен қатар сол
қалалардың өз кезінде Қазақстанды дамытудағы
ролін де кемітткем жок. Әдемі қала Алматының
№3 — 4
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табиғаты мен қазақ елінің байлығын, мәдениетін
көтерудегі қызметі де, оның өрісі тарылып, тауға
тіреліп қалғанын, ендігіп кезекте астана бола алмайтынына назар аудардым. Қаланың сейсмикалық
апатты жагдайларына тоқталдым.
Акмоланың артық жақтарын, ол өңірдің тарихиәлеуметтік жағынан астана болуға дайын-дығын
дәлелдеп, Президент жағына шыгып едім. Бұгін
сол ойымның шындыққа айналғанына тәуба етем.
Бүгінгі Астана қиялдың, ойдың бәрін шындьққа
шығарды.
Астананы Акмолаға көшірудің негізінде бүкіл
мемлекеттің
тәуелсіздік
шараларын
жүзеге
асырудың, елді жаңаша басқарудың негізгі
алғы шарттары қаланды. Қандай да болмасын
қалыптаспаған, жүйеге түспеген, экономикалык
жағынан аграрлық дәрежедегі ұлтты тұрақты мемлекетке айландыру жүйесін басқарғанда толып
жатқан кедергілер мен қиыншылықтар болады.
Үлкен саясаткер ретінде экономиканың дәрежесін
көтеру, шаруашылығы ыдыраған елдің, бұрынғы
қалыптасқан ой-жуйесіне жаңалық енгізу, оның
болашаққа сенімділігін ұйымдастыру мәселесі
Елбасының сол кезеңдегі берік шешімі болды.
Мемлекеттің қазіргі тұрақты экономикалық дамуы,
Астананың көркеюі әлемдік деңгейде оны өркениетті
елдердің мойындауы Елбасының іскерлік пен
қажырлық, білімділік дәрежесін көрсетеді. «2030»
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бағдарламасының қабылдануы мен жүзеге асуы
қазақ халқы үшін де, көрші туыстас елдер ішінде
де, алдыңғы, беделді, көрегенді ел басқару жүйесін
қалыптастырды. Онда көп ұлтты Қазақстанның
ұлтаралық қатынастары ескерілді.
Қазіргі Астана әлемдік қарым-қатынастардың
орталығы. Ол алдымен тәуелсіз Қазақстанға
қызмет етіп, елдің саяси-экономикалық, өндірістехникалық, мәдени орталығына айналды. «Барлық
жол Мәскеуге апарады» деуші еді бұрыңғылар.
Қазір бізде барлық жол Астанаға апарады, Астанадан тарайды. Оған қаланың инфрокұрылымы
да көмектесіп, Сарыарқаның кең даласы іштегі
бауырлар мен сырттан келген конақтарды
қойнына сыйғызып жатыр. Дүние жүзілік мәні бар
жиындардың көбі Астанада өтетін болды. Өмірі
басы қосылмайтың дін өкілдерінің өзі Астанаға жиналып, жыл сайын Бейбітшілік пен Келісім сарайынан тіл табысып тарайды.
Астана салынатын орын таңдаудың өзі де
үлкен ақыл-ойды, кемеңгерлікті танытады. Рим, Вашингтон, Лондон, Париж, Каир, Пекин, Дели сияқты
ірі дамыған елдердің орталықтары да коғамдық,
әлеуметтік, ұлттық, саясаттық, стратегиялық
жағдайды есептей отырып салынған. Содан
әрі қарай дамыған, өздеріне тән ерекшеліктері
бар, ұлттық мемлекеттің қалыптасуында ықпал
етіп, ұрпақтан ұрпаққа мұра етіп, өркениетті
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мәдениеттің, сауданың, саясаттың орталығына
айналған. Осы салынған орталықтардың барлығы
дерлік табиғаттың ерекшелігін ескеріп қаланың,
елдің кейінгі дамуына үлес қосатын, көрік беретін
өзендердің бойына немесе су айдындарының
жағасына орналасқан. Рим, Санкт-Петербург калалары болашақ мемелекеттің ірі мүхиттарға
шыгуының іргелі су жолдарына ие болуды көздеген.
Египеттегі Суэц каналы да осындай.
Алғашкы Астана көшкенде Үкімет үйі, Парламент, Сырткы істер министрлігі екі қабатты сауда
орталығы бар көне Акмоланың «Есіл» қонақ уйінің
маңына топтастырылып еді. Бүгінде ол қанатын
кеңге жайып Есілдің оң жағалауына көшті. Президент сарайы, кең алқапты алып жатыр. Жоғаргы сот,
Сенат, Мәжілістің зәулім ғимараттары Ақорданың
қарсы бетіне орналасқан. Сән, көрік беріп, бірін-бірі
жалғастырған қалада Бәйтерек, Пирамида сияқты
алып ескертліштер, көп қабат-ты тұрғын үйлер бой
түзейді
Есіддің сол жағалауы мен оң жағалауы
бәсекелес кұрылыс алаңына айналды.
Астана мемлекетіміздің қазақтық сипатына да
ұйткы болуда. Елбасының халқымыз қалдырған
мәдени мұраны жинақтап, ел игілігіне жарату туралы шаралары Астанадан басталып, халықтың
ұлттық, патриоттық сезімін тәрбиелеуге көмектесуде. Кешегі Алаш ұраны «Оян, қазақ!» болса,
Президент енді «Шира, қазақ» деп елді белсенді
еңбекке шақырып отыр.
Жат қолында кеткен жер, ел атауларын
біртіндеп қалпына келтіруге де Астана үлкен үлес
қосуда. Астананың көптеген көшелерінің аттары қазақыланды. Әрине, ұзақ жылдар тозып, шашырап, ұмытылып кеткен ұлттың этнографиялық
жағдайын қалпына келтіру бір күннің мәселесі емес.
Ел тәуелсіздігін нығайта түсү мен ұлттық сезімді оятып тәрбиелеуді толықтай жүзеге асыру болашақ
ұрпақтың үлесіне тиесілі. Көптеген жағдайда
біздің зиялы қауымның теледидар, радио арқылы
келеңсіз, шешімі жок, сөзуарлық танытатыны да
көзге түспей қалмайды. Мемлекетімізді жетілдіре
түсуді қалайтын әр-бір ғылым, мәдениет, баспа сөз
өкілдері өзінің жеке пікірін ұстам ретінде ұсынбай,
біздің бұрынғы қалыптасқан әдет-ғұрпымызды
қазіргі мемлекеттік жүйенің ісіне ұштастыра алатын, өткенімізді бағалайтын, оның қазіргі өмірге
керектігін, ұрпақ жалғастығын дәріптейтін әдетғұрып, салт-сана дәстүріьізді ғылыми түрде
тұжырымдай алатын терең ойлы болжам ұсынса
құба-құп.
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Астана — жас қала, жастар қаласы. Оның
негізгі тұрғыны да жастар. Жастар бар жерде
әсемдік, әдемілік, сезім, махаббат жүреді. Ендеше Астананың адам бойына жылылық, әдептілік
ұялататыны да даусыз. Онда әлі де талай ТәжМақалдар салынады. Тек осыны жастар сезіне
білсе, өз қаласын аялап ұстаса болғаны.
Бүгінгі Астана қазақтың Сахара даласының
ортасына салынғанымен, жайқалған орманға, әсем
саябаққа толы. Адам еңбегін бағалаған табиғат та
жібіп, соңғы жылдары оның бораны да азайып, дауылды желі де бәсең тарта бастағанға ұксайды.
Қаланы қоршай салынған орман алқабының оған
әсері де мол. Желі азынаған, қысы қатаң, боранды, жазы ыстык; аптапты өлке, жері батпақты,
топырағы сортаң, өсімдігі жұтаң, бетегеліжусанды
далалы өңір бүгінде жапырағы жайқалған қалың
отырғызылған саябақтар мен гүлденген сәулетті
қалаға айналды. Қала экологиясы тазарды. Бұл да
басқаға үлгі.
Астана — Назарбаевтың қаласы. Ел астанасының оған көшірілуі, «Астана» деп аталуы, жаңа
қала болып қайта салынуы — бәрі сол кісінің,
ойынан, ақылынан, іскерлігінен бастау алады.
Қаланың жобасы, кұрылысы, әрбір кірпіші мен
оның қалануы Елбасының көз алдында, бастауымен, қолдауымен іске асты. Әлі де солай. Өзінің
туған баласына Ана қандай қызғанышпен қараса,
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Президент те барлық істің басында болып, өз
ойының дәл іске асуын қадағалайды. Сол кісінің
басшылығымен ұзақ ғасырлар бойы армандаған
қазақ, орта ғасырдағы гүлденген қалалары
шапқыншылықтан қираған көшпенді ел бүгінде
әлемдік деңгейде қала салып, өркениетті елдердің
астаналарына теңдесе алатын, ұлттық символы
атауына сай келетін Астанаға ие болды. Бас-аяғы
10 жылдың ішінде иесіз жатқан далада шаһар орнату, оны өркендету, әлемге таныту қазақ ұлтының
арманының орындалғанын, мемлекетіміздің ірге
тасының берік қаланып, әлемдік деңгейден орын
алғанын көрсетеді.
«Біткен іске мінші көп, дайын асқа жеуші көп».
Ел ішінде мінсіз Астанаға мін тағу да табылар.
Ондағы сәулетті ғимараттар да сынға түсер. Алайда дүниежұзілік сәулет өнерінің соңғы жобалары негізінде әлемнің танымал сәулетшілері басын
қосып, Елбасының ақылымен жаңа қала салынғаны
— тарихи шындық.
Қазағым, елім! Бүгін сенің ұлттық намысыңды
оятатын, жүрегіңе қуаныш ұялататын байтақ жерің
бар, кең-пейілді елің бар, Арқа төсіне орнаған Астана деген қалаң бар. Оның дамуына, өркендеуіне
әрбір қазақ азаматы тек қуана білуі керек, соған
үлесін қосып, адалдықтың нышанын көрсет, ар
мен намысыңды қорға. Қазақ елінің байлығын
паш ет! Астана — қазақ елінің бойтұмары.
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Historical research in
Kazakhstan: progress in
20 years of independence
Kh.B. Abzhanov,
Director of the Institute of History and Ethnology
named after Ch.Ch. Valikhanov,
doctor of historical sciences, professor

Q

ualitatively new phase of scientific
understanding of the history of
Kazakhstan from the earliest times
to the present day began with the
acquisition of independence. This was facilitated the
establishment of the Institute of Archaeology named
after A. Margulan, Institute of Oriental Studies named
after R. Suleimenov, Institute for the History of the
State, the opening of faculties and research centers
of the historical profile in high school. Were expanded
research on world history, international relations and
foreign policy, Turkic studies, the methodology of
science, historiography and source.
Most importantly — this is a new generation of historians. Today, a large group of doctors of historical sciences, professor, presenting new trends and schools
of scientific knowledge of the past, works successfully
in all regions of Kazakhstan.
Institute of History and Ethnology named after
Ch.Ch. Valikhanov, created in 1945 is the flagship of
national historiography. The Institute brings together
seven divisions. They are 3 academicians of NAS RK,
16 doctors, 22 candidates of sciences. The team conducts research on fundamental and applied research,
using both traditional methods of historical, ethnographic, anthropological, source study, historiographical research, but also new methods in conjunction with
the related humanities — methods of a systematic approach, the unity of the historical and logical analysis,
etc. Scientific school of Academician M. Asylbekov, O.

Ismagulov, B. Kumekov, Professors J. Abylhozhin, Z.
Kinayatuly, A.N. Garkavets well known in the country
and abroad. High intellectual potential of employees
of the Institute is also confirmed by the fact that their
research papers published in the pages of high rating
journals of America, India, Russia, Ukraine and other
countries. Only for the years 2005-2011 our scientists
published 15 books abroad, more than 50 articles.
From the first years of formation of a sovereign
state, we are actively involved in the formation of a
national idea, overcoming white "spots", the approval
of the Kazakhstan patriotism. Headed by the Director
of the Institute, academician M.K. Kozybayev in 1995
was the first specially designed "The concept of formation of historical consciousness in the Republic of
Kazakhstan", which was subsequently adopted by the
government as a basis for the formation of a coherent
state ideology.
In 1997 and 1998 when there were issued Decrees of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan
N. Nazarbayev "On Declaring 1997 the Year of Remembrance of the mass political repression and national consensus," "On Declaring 1998 the Year of
national unity and national history", was held a fullscale "revision" of the historic values of the country,
summed up by the disclosure of "white spots" in the
national history, revealing the origins of the Kazakh
state and its ethnic territory. In 1998, across the
country were conducted ethno-cultural, ethnic and
art history, ethnographic expeditions, the results of
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which are still used by scientists of the country and
abroad.
An important historic mission on revival of national
history has played, of course, the implementation of
National Strategic Programmer "Madeni Mura" (20042011), under which the Institute had been prepared
and issued such fundamental multi-volume, as "Tarikh-adamzat akyl oyynyn kazynasy", "Kazakh halkynyn
dasturlerі men adet guryptary", "History of Kazakhstan
in the works of ancient authors", "History of Kazakhstan in western sources of the XII-XX centuries”,
“History of Kazakhstan in the Russian sources of the
XVI-XX centuries" etc.
Of course, a major role in educating the public
about the country's history, the formation of national
identity played such fundamental collective works
(in Kazakh and Russian) of the Institute, published
jointly with the Institute of Archaeology named A.Kh.
Margulan, Institute of Oriental Studies named after
R.B. Suleimenov, university scientists as the "History
of Kazakhstan (since ancient times to the present)
in 5 volumes" (1996-2010), "History of Kazakhstan.
Essays" (1993-1994), "The Kazakhs: Historical and
Ethnographic Study" (1995), "Kazakh shezhіresі
khakynda" (1998), "Big Atlas of History and Culture
of Kazakhstan" (2008, 2011), which are widely used
in education.
On key issues in the history of the Kazakhs and
Kazakhstan have developed and published monographs. For example, in ancient and medieval history of Kazakhstan Kinayatuly Z. published "Kazakh
memleketі zhane Zhoshy Khan" (2004), Valikhanov
E.Zh. in modern history — "Khan Kenesary" (2007),
Orazov R.E. "Descendants of Kenesary in archival
documents: A Collection of Documents and Materials" (2008), Abylhozhin J.B. in recent history — "The
traditional structure of Kazakhstan: socio-economic
aspects of the functioning and transformation (19201930-s.)" (1991), Masanov N.E. "Nomadic Kazakhs
civilization: the basis of life nomads Society" (1995),
Nurpeis K. "Alash ham Alashorda" (1995), Kapaeva
A.T., Prmanov A.B. "Kazakh intelligentsiyasy" (1998),
Aldazhumanov K.S. "The Deported People to Kazakhstan: Time and Fate" (1998), Azhigali C. "Architecture of nomads — the phenomenon of the history and
culture of Eurasia (the monuments of the Aral-Caspian
region)" (2002), Asylbekov M.H. "Kazakstan halkynyn
aleumettіk-demografiyalyk zhagdayy (1939-1959)"
(2005), Ismagulov O., Sihymbaeva K., Ismagulova A.
"Ethnic Kazakhs dermatoglyphics" (2007), Belan P.S.
"The borders of Kazakhstan" (2008), Mazhitov S.F.
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"The history of the colonization of Kazakhstan in the
20-60s of the twentieth century" (2009), Smagulova
S.O. "Alash. Alashorda. Encyclopedia" (2009), Tokhtabay A.U. "Kazakh zhylkysynyn Tarihi" (2010), etc.
Another important factor is the use of these works
in the learning and teaching process in schools, colleges, universities of RK, during the preparation of
analytical reports and recommendations to state
agencies: the Presidential Administration, Parliament
of RK, the Government, Ministry of RK, the Assembly
of Peoples of Kazakhstan, foreign embassies, foreign
embassies of RK, governorates at various levels, in
letters from citizens of RK. The most popular work of
staff of the Institute may be submitted to the specialized information sites (Parliament and Government of
RK, Institute of History and Ethnology named Ch.Ch.
Valikhanov, Kaznet, SCTI MES RK, Central Scientific
Library of MES RK, National Library of RK, foreign
sites, etc.).
It is gratifying to note that over 20 years of Independence of RK Institute along with the traditional research areas for periods of history (ancient,
medieval, new and latest periods of World History)
formed new research directions such as the information source study, vebografy, and kliometriks in
the field of ethnography — Kazakh maintenance of
monuments.
In connection with the new tasks carried out by
scientists, in particular, work on organization of the
Kazakhstan Center of computer technologies in history, whose activities will cover a wide range of issues of informatization in the Republic of historical
research, scientific and methodological support of applied research at the crossroads of history and computer technology, the generation of scientific educational history of the space in Kazakhstan in system
of information of the foreign origin of the humanities
through the open exchange of technology infocommunication. An integral component of the latter will
be a synthesis, analysis, promotion of the results for
electronic textbooks, manuals and multimedia on the
history and culture, and translation of traditional media to digital format, the formation of an electronic
database of historical and documentary materials on
Kazakhstan. The appearance of the Centre is also responsible for projects of the Institute on opening of
UNESCO Chair "History and Culture". Its operation will
find harmonious reflection in the expansion of activity
of Institute.
Formation of the Center of Kazakh maintenance
of monuments (center of the organization of "A single
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set of monuments of the Republic of Kazakhstan") is
another new direction in the development of national
ethnographic school. It is planned that the Centre will
develop new ethnographic direction — maintenance
of monument that reflects a fundamental block of
popular culture. It will study and presentation of culture of the Kazakhs and other ethnic of the republic
within the Republic and abroad. It is unconditional
close relationship of ethnographic research associated with the development of ethno-tourism in our
country, which represented slightly more colorful folk
culture as an important factor of development of industry and its recovery.
At the initiative of the Institute carried out annually scientific conferences, seminars and discussions on actual problems of contemporary history
and development of Kazakhstan society. In particular, 29-30 September 2005 in Almaty, with the financial support of the Foundation of Gerda Henkel
(Germany) held the International conference "The
science of history in post-Soviet Central Asia: acquiring and challenges", which shows the role of Central Asian countries to change the geopolitical map
of the region, peace initiatives of the President of
RK, Kazakhstan rejection of nuclear weapons, etc.
In 2006 and 2011, the Institute initiated the I and
II International Conference "Aral-Caspian region of
Eurasia's history and culture", which raised issues of
preservation of monuments of historical and cultural
heritage in the period of exploration and production
of hydrocarbons in West Kazakhstan by foreign companies, public involvement and regional authorities
to this problem. In 2009, at the request of the Kazakh Parliament and the Parliamentary Assembly of
the Council of Europe held a roundtable on the problems of famine in the USSR with the participation
of the Kazakh Parliament Senator A.H. Bizhanov, a
representative of the PACE Cavusoglu (Turkey). Currently, PACE asked the Institutes to participate in a
joint project on hunger 30s in the USSR. In 2011,
for the first time held an International Forum on topical issues of education and science, devoted to the
20th anniversary of independence of the Republic of
Kazakhstan "Kazakhstan's social sciences and humanities: 20 years of self-realization and integration
into the global cultural and historical context" and
many others.
Do not interrupt the training of highly qualified scientific personnel — candidates and doctors in the following specialties: 07.00.02 — Native history (History
of the Republic of Kazakhstan) in historical sciences;

07.00.06 — Archaeology; 07.00.07 — Ethnography,
ethnology and anthropology; 07.00.09 — Historiography, Source and methods of historical research. For
research institutes and universities of RK was prepared about 30 doctors, 60 candidates for various
historical subjects.
Since 1998, the magazine "Otan tarikhy" is published. Welcome letter on the occasion of the first
issue has been received from the President of the
Republic of Kazakhstan N. Nazarbayev. Frequency
of publication of the magazine — four times a year.
It is published in Kazakh, Russian and English. Publications articles in the journal include work of both
fundamental and applied research on current problems of the history of Kazakhstan and Central Asia.
The journal is a scientific publication designed to
reflect the latest achievements in the science of history, presents the scientific community with innovations in the world historiographical process, aimed
on supporting of new trends and development of
innovative research areas of Kazakhstan’s humanities, the initiatives of young scientists, a reflection
of scientific solutions and conceptual approaches in
science. The strategic goal of journal — the promotion of Kazakhstan history of science by the accumulation of material and research results of the fundamental historical science and dissemination through
the press, the introduction into scientific revolution.
Since its release the magazine has a reputation of
multidisciplinary publishing on historical genre, and
for years is a source of information for researchers
and historians.
During the years of independence was increased
range of international relations. It was re-worked
the West Kazakhstan complex ethno-archaeological expedition, Sary-Arka complex ethno-archaeological expedition that explore in order to identify,
capture and certification of the unique monuments
of culture of the Kazakhs in Western and Central
Kazakhstan. For the first time over the years ethnographers and anthropologists of the Institute had
the opportunity to work with the Kazakh material
in Mongolia, China, Russia (Altay), Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan. Young employees participate each year at
the Summer School of Young Historians of the CIS
countries; two young specialists for the first time
have been scientifically training in Poland under the
state program "Bolashak".
Historical Science of Kazakhstan gained its "second" breath with independence. Serve the truth, it has
become closer to life, to the people.
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Chokan Valikhanov
and
Kanysh Satpaev

M.M. Bakenov
Academician of the National Academy
of Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan
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C

hokan Valikhanov — “the first Kirghiz
(Kazakh) educated in European manner”,
whose active creative activity took place
at the beginning of XIX century. He was
the first Kazakh scientist, brave traveler, remarkable
researcher and the full member of the Russian
geographical society [1].
K.I. Satpaev was the first kazakh-academician
among the east nations, a member of presidium of
the Academy of sciences of the USSR and prominent
scientist-geologist of XX century. Chokan has started
researches under influence of P.P. Semenov-Tyanshanskij, and teacher-instructor of Kanysh was professor M.A. Usov [2,3].
Chokan and Kanysh were distinguished by analytical mind, versatile erudition, open boldness and were
well read, they studied perfectly, loved and read books
of Russian, European and east authors.
Both of them were attractive and handsome and
were distinguished by kindness, politeness, softness. All
in them was extremely nice, to them pulled all interlocutors, forcing to consider them closer, than other comrades since the childhood and per educational institution.
The trip of Chokan Valikhanov to Kashgar was
considered by his contemporaries as geographical
feat, essential contribution to scientific research of the
East Turkestan. Scientific feat of Kanysh Satpaev was
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marked by opening of unique Zhezkazgan deposit and
establishment of the large centers of industry in the
Kazakh steppe [3-5].
The report of scientist-educator Ch. Valikhanov
in the Russian geographical society has caused a
number of responses in the Russian, German, English
and French press, and report of engineer-geologist K.I.
Satpaev at scientific session of Academy of sciences of
the USSR in 1934 was significant event in the scientific
world.
Chokan and Kanysh loved people, the steppes and
wrote much and told about history and culture, life of
people and at the same time were able highly appreciate the western and Russian civilization.
The remarkable person, keen and inquisitive mind,
great talents of Chokan Valikhanov have drawn attention of Dostoevsky, Potanin, Semenov, poet Polonsky
J.P., scientist-naturalist Lerkh P.I., journalist-publicist
Kurechnik N.S. — follower of N.G. Chernyshevsky, diplomat Gorchakov, scientist Veselovskij N.N., etc. Chokan
was the Russian westerner; he loved also Russia, saw
its lacks and wished renovation to it [1].
His friendship with revolutionary democrats and
progressive figures of Russia of that time has played
an important role in the life of young Chokan and promoted formation of his democratic views, strengthening of friendly attitude to other people. Beneficial in-
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fluence on growth of K.I. Satpaev was made by such
world famous scientists as V.A. Komarov, I.P. Bardin,
V.A. Obruchev, M.A. Usov, S.M. Vavilov and others.
Wise realist Kanysh Satpaev took active part in
political and economic life of the country, assisted in
development of productive forces and strengthening
of the peace. Chokan Valikhanov successfully carried
out diplomatic mission connected with the solution of
points at issue and an establishment of friendly contacts and trade relations with China.
Chokan Valikhanov for the first time has created
a geological collection of mining rocks brought from
Kashgar. K.I. Satpaev was the initiator for establishment of the first mineralogical museum in Kazakhstan,
containing unique samples of ores and minerals that
have been found on the territory of republic.
Chokan participated in gathering of materials on
common law, ancient religion of Kazakhs and study
of judicial customs of Kazakhs which were the basic
source when writing theoretical work “Note on judicial
reform of Kirghiz of the Siberian department”. In the
“Note», there is an idea on reasonable management
of Kazakhs on the basis of democracy in view of representatives of kazakh people, needs and customs of local population. Kanysh, at the beginning of his activity
worked as the judge and carried out great educational
work among local population.
Chokan and Kanysh were experts on Kazakh national poetry. Both wrote the kirghiz legend about
Edyge — remarkable historical hero, singing of the
feats of heroes of the end of XIV century [6,7]. The
writer and publicist Chokan had some versions of this
poem which have been written by him in the different
areas of Kazakhstan. Some of them are translated into
Russian and published in the compositions under edition of N.I. Veselovskij (SPb, 1904).
K.I. Satpaev has written a preface to the poem
about Edyge, which was published in 1927. At top
of the mountain Altyn Shoky near Ulutau, Kanysh
has found a monument of campaign of Tamer-Ian to
Kirghiz steppe and has deciphered the inscription in
ancient Turkic language. Chokan also perfectly knew
some oriental and European languages. In his works,
he widely used the sources written in the Persian, Turkic, Uigur, English and French languages.
Chokan Valikhanov was more interested in the
social and political, historical and social, literary and
philosophical themes and as the historian and ethnographer; he collected the Kazakh historical legends
and the rests of Kirghiz (Kazakh) olden time. He has
collected a great fundamen¬tal library in Omsk, had a

profound knowledge on geography and history, territories of settlement of the Kazakh tribes.
Kanysh Satpaev was the expert on history, ethnography and folklore of the people, collected works
of oral national creativity, wrote about problems of the
written literature, theatre, music, and ballet and art
criticism [8].
Both Chokan and Kanysh were interested in historical and architectural monuments — ruins of ancient
cities, tombs, names of the rivers and lakes, forests,
mountains, valleys, old excavations, stone sculptures,
barrows specifying the periods of economy prosperity,
places of resettlements and origin of ancient nomadic
people. Both of them during study participated in archeologic expeditions where remains of the ancient
man (K.I. Satpaev) and “some gold articles and coins
on ruins of ancient Almalyk” (Ch. Valikhanov) have
been found.
Beautiful pencil drawings of ancient monuments, rock
drawings made by them during expedition are known.
In the steppe, Chokan always was in a constant
company of national poets, storytellers, musicians
playing dombra, kobyz, sybyz, singers, funnymen, comedians who gave him rich material for creativity.
Chokan Valikhanov and Kanysh Satpaev were great
patriots of their nation and humanists; they protected
ideas of friendship of nations, ideas of taking by backward people of all advanced from more developed nations, preservation of the national character. As the main
task of their life, Kanysh Satpaev and Chokan Valikhanov
considered the service to the native people, science
and progress. Kanysh and Chokan are pride and the
favourite child of their tribe. Such they have remained
in the memories of contemporaries and people.
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Adal biy — adil biy» —
«an educated biy —
an impartial biy-judge»
S.Z. Zimanov
Academician of the National Academy of Sciences of
the Republic of Kazakhstan

Дала (қыр) құқығын зерттеудің негізгі нәтижелері көрсетілген. Билер соты өз бойына халықтық демократия құндылықтарын жинақтаған және әділеттіліктің басты қағидасы
ретіндегі әділдік ұғымына негізделген.
24

Представлены основные результаты исследования степного права. Суд биев воплотил
в себя ценности народной демократии и основывался на понятии справедливости, как ведущем принципе правосудия.

Keywords: biy's court, nomadic civilization, Kazakh law
A biy was central and significant figure in the Kazakh
nomadic society. The community of biys presented the
most intellectual part of the steppe secular population
who had passed the school of wise men there. Moral
or tangible thing if it had positive sides was based on
the activities of biys. Every bad or negative case in the
society which was beyond the limits of its traditional customs and common regulations was mainly referred to
biys and was considered as the essence of their inefficient activities. There existed the system of established
standards which defined the role, place and status of
biy-judges and norms of behaviors which corresponded
to their office. These norms turned into the natural-common standards, which were out of the question. They
were expressed in rhythmic forms which were convenient for reciting. Here are the some of them:
— «Elge bey qut ernes biy qut» — «Not a rich is a
boon for a country, but a biy is».
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— «Tughanyna burghany biydi qudai urghany» — «If
a biy is baissed towards his relatives the God will punish him».
— «Tura biyde tughan joq tughandy biyde iman joq»
— «A biy has no relatives; if he has any relatives then
he is unfair».
— «Erding qunyn eki auyz sozben bitirer biy» — «Skilful biy can solve murder case by only a brief speech».
— Khanda qyryq kisining aqyly bar, biyde qyryq kisining ary men bilimi bar» — «a khan has the wisdom of
forty men but a biy has the honour and knowledge of
forty people».
The sphere of spiritual life was more perfect in
comparison with other types and branches of the social life in the medieval nomadic society. That is way
it was more prestigious. Such image and position of
the social structure was formed in specific conditions
of the nomadic democracy and original culture of estimation of the personality and activity of nomads in
the process of assimilation a huge pasturable-meadow
area of the Central Asia. The power of Word and the
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power of Justice (honour) were estimated especially
highly. They were idealized. The freedom of expressing ideas in any situation — in clan, kin meetings, in
the trail and meetings at the khan-governors and even
before the scaffold were very important. That was expressed in the national postulate of the imperative
power: «Bas kespek bolsa da til kespek joq» — «It was
possible to cut the head but not the tongue». The following normative was habitual for the Kazakhs: «Oner
aldy qyzyl til» — «Oratory is the mother of the art». When
someone was estimated very highly they expressed it
by the following words: «Sozdi attan otpegen» — «For
everybody the power of a word was the law itself'. Honour, morality and freedom of word was considered as
the highest spiritual categories, which covered tangible
riches. That was presented in the saying which entered
the conscious of the Kazakhs with the mother’s milk.
It is expressed as: «Malym janymnyng sadaghasy, arym
malymnyng sadaghasy». It is translated in such way:
«The material values should serve morality, and in morality honour is the main thing». The meaning of these
sayings is characterized by the concept of social layers
of biys as the special category of people evocated to
embody these ideas in their activities.
To be a biy, to take part in debates during court examinations, to demonstrate his «me» and eloquence,
to gain as the member of a side in the national court
or to sentence a verdict which will lead to peaceful and
justice solution of the case were considered the most
noble deeds which gave the person glory and celebrity
in the society. But to ambition to be a biy was not so
difficult but to be a biy was very difficult. These were
the peculiarities of the Kazakh nomadic society.
In the conscience and social-economic structure of
the Kazakh-nomads was established a fixed presentation: «Adal biy- adil biy» — «A fair biy is an impartial biy».
It has the following meaning: «Only by its nature and
education fair biy could be an impartial biy.» It referred
to those who fulfilled the judicial function — biys not
depending on their ranks. The role and place of biys in
the life of society and in the politics were determined
by that in the nomadic society the economic-organization function was very weak, really, repeatedly routine
and governing the small and corporative unity of the
population mainly was concluded only in settling the
arguments and conflicts, arising not only in inter-personal but inter-group relations.
«Adal biy — adil biy» — «A fair biy is an impartial
biy». This slogan in the social conscience had the principle forming power in the system of administration
of the society. It had the normative and moral defini-

tions, which was applied to a biy as the bearer of the
judicial power.
The human nature has the secret aspiration to
success and prosperity not depending on that if he
achieved or not his objective. Each representative of
the young generation, who believed in themselves, had
an ambition to become a biy and aspired for it and to
learn something from the famous biys. It was the universal common feature in the Kazakh society of that
time and the parents also considered that their duty
was to assist their children to become a biy if they have
some talent. It was such ambition which is equal to the
modern ambition to get a degree for the youth in nowadays because it was considered as condition for forming the personality and possible success in future life.
The parents care and public opinion were those
factors which determined to be or not to be a biy for a
young man and how far he had the personal potential
and intellect which was necessary for a biy. The title
of a biy was also inherited if his ancestors on father’s
generation were biys because it was very important for
the applicant to learn the experience and study at parents’ school of preparation for the rank of a biy and
also to gain a celebrity in the society.
To become a biy was very difficult and at the same
time was very prestigious. His glory transferred for all
his generations, for his clan or kin and even the region where he came from. Hence the education of a
biy was not only personal but of the social character.
There was competitiveness in this sphere because
the celebrity and glory was alien for everybody. Only
those were glorious who had the ability to be named
as a biy. Desire and deeds for that to become a biy assisted to that but didn’t help to get public admittance
which was the main criterion for the future biy. It was
very difficult to deserve the public recognition and to
be named as a biy by them. The criterion for the future biy was their personal ability and intellect. The
most important criteria were the following: to have
free thinking and national ideas, to be able to express
the most meaningful sayings and to have eloquence,
polemic abilities, wisdom and readiness to find the
solution for the most complicated judicial-trail cases.
The future biy was educated by moral aspects of the
life and to be devoted to the common morality ideas
of safety of interests and maintenance the stability
and unity of three juzes in the Kazakh land. All the
problems connected with the tribe, clan, kin, corporate relations must be solved in the limits of common
interests. That was our establishment. It is showed
by the saying: «Atangnyn balasy bolma, adamnyng
№3 — 4
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balasy bol» — «Do not be a son of your father but be a
son of your nation».
There were preserved the legend which extremely
pronounced by the young biys as the way of imitation,
the famous Tole biy (Middle Juz, 17th and 18th centuries) in his youth hood heard the instructions of his
teachers the old wise biys. So 70 years old Kongka biy
(from Argyn kin), named as the «Tyzdyngbiyi»- «Steppe
Service» for the reason that he devoted his life to serve
the nation, wandering on the steppe. He got acquaintance with Tole biy when he was 15 years old and had
estimated his curiosity, intellect and talent and said
the following: «Men sekildi omiring tyzde otsin balam,
tyzding adamy bol, balam» — «To become as me and
serve your homeland, Sonny». There is the next example of their blessing which was given during the large
congress of biys and aksakals (olds) from the clans
Argyn and Yusin on the banks of the river Shu which
flows to Balkhash Lake. At that time Tole was a teenager and blessing was consisted of following words: «Uiy
balasyma dep edik, el balasy ekensyng. Ai mangdaily
arysym talabym aldan shykhsyn»We considered you to
be a son of your family but really you are a son of your
nation. Be the sunrise of your homeland and bring happiness to the nation.»
Except the above mentioned abilities, he must have
knowledge of the complex of common law standards
of the behaviour which has the force in the nomadic
steppe. He also must master the khans law codes
which were included into the history under the names;
«Kassym khannyng qasqa joly»-»The codes of the
Kassym khan» (the beginning of the XVI century), «Essym khannyng eski joly» — «The codes of Essym khan»
(the first quarter of the Xvii century), «Tauke khannyng
Jeti Jarghisy» — «Seven statutes of Tauke khan» (the
last quarter of the XVI century), the main judicial precedents of the famous Maiky biy (XII-XIII centuries).
The Kazakhs made prognoses about the future of
a child by his personal abilities which were built in the
womb of his mother, instinctively, and which were discovered since his birth. In connection with that there
existed the next proverb: Bolar bala boghynan» — «The
endowment is found out from a cradle». That was the
direction for the parents so they could notice the talents of their children. If they had such children then
not only the parents but the olds of the clan also had to
pay a high attention to them. There were two recognitions in the Kazakh nomadic society: to become a biy
or to become a batyr. A khan was elected by its heritage only among the descendants of Chinghis Khan.
Batyrs were skillful warriors and leaders of the militia№3 — 4

men who were ready to battle at the first challenge and
were very influential and respectful during the wars and
struggles. During the peaceful life referring to stabilization of the foreign relations with Central Asian people
when the civil life replaced the military one, a biy who
had the judicial function became the main person in
governing the Kazakh society and khanate.
Parents, having noticed the natural potentialities
of a young man, tried to give him purposeful education
so that he can become a biy.
The solution of the arguments and conflict matters
were the important function of the government of any
organizational society. It was under the jurisdiction of
the court. At the same time it had the fatal features for
the people. Hence this sphere of the activity, as a rule,
was determined by the system of strong norms which
essence and direction depended on social and political establishments. The lawful principles of the judicial
function of biy-judges were original because they determined the purpose and function of the judicial power in the Kazakh nomad society. They were showed in
the high morality of the nation and expressed by three
words: «adilet — ar — birlik» — «impartiality — honour —
unification». At first glance it was seemed less compatible with the nomadic way of life of the Kazakh nation
which was characterized especially by the Europeans
as backward form of life. However, that presentation
of the way of life of Central Asian people including Kazakh was very backward and narrow-mindedness. If we
take into consideration that narrow presentation about
the way of life of Asian people then it will be very difficult to explain about the great contribution of Arabian,
Persian, Chinese cultures into the world civilization,
about the international government of Hun, Turk, Kipchak, Mongol Empires during the early and late medieval. The principles of the judicial power of biys in the
Kazakh khanates expressed the most adequate ways
of simple forms of government of the nomadic society
which was thrown on the huge space of the Central
Asia which supported and maintained the unity and
community of different pastoral-meadow areas which
were under the menace of separation and disappearance. The principles of the judicial power of biys in the
Kazakh khanates also expressed simple ideal presentation which were estimated by their valuable senses
and were prompted by reality and making people as
the persons with personal high essence and ability as
the part of universal nature on the Earth.
The main purpose of biy courts and biy-judges were
their ideal-morality basis determining their activity, and
tangible aspects of their trail function were mostly im-
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portant to maintain their activity. How could it be occurred? When and how were these morality principles
of court function formed in the Kazakh society? These
questions are the objectives of the researchers. Some
excursions on these questions were attempted by us in
the following chapters of the given work.
The given article as it mentioned above, is devoted to the biys as judges, to their education and
training and also to the procedure of getting them
the rank of biys. All these were not happened by the
force of interior power or by the appointment of high
governmental boards. The public recognition was the
main and single criterion of becoming a biy «the judicial service». Here we want to show only that formats
and some orientation of ideal-morality principles of
biy court were changed by its description in accordance with the slow evolution changes of the society
and its political structure.
Hence, as the nomadic society in its essence was
stable, then the morality and trail aspects of the biy
courts were fixed. Folklore and other sources of the
XVI-XVII-XVIII and XIX centuries testified these certain
changes which occurred in the home and foreign situations of Kazakhstan and correspondently the ideal instructions of the Kazakh nomads were also changed.
In early times which were full of wars and military struggles there was an ideological slogan: «Janym erligimning sadaghasy, erligim eldigimning sadaghasy» — «The
value of the life in bravery, and value of bravery in service for the nation». On the following peaceful stages
of development this slogan has a new meaning and
it sounds like this: «Malym janymnyng sagaghasy, janym arymnyng sadaghasy» — «The spirituality of the
health is more valuable than the wealth [cattle], and
the conscience is more valuable than the spirituality of
health». And this moral about the service for the sake
of the nation was very priority during the centuries. And
this influenced the moral of biy-judges.
We suppose that the institute of biy-judges of the
Kazakh steppe in its developed and ideal forms could
be founded in the periods of lasting peaceful times
which were far from of constant routes and wars, the
developed society reflecting regulations and laws of
nomadic society and its statehood.
Biy court of the XVII-XVIII centuries occupies a leading role in the history. The famous three biys lived and
acted extremely at that period. They were Tole biy from
the Senior Juz, Kazybek biy from the Middle Juz and
Aiteke biy from the Younger Juz, their names and activities were the best examples of uniqueness of the legal proceedings. It is also important to emphasize that

the materials about them were kept in the memory
of the nation and folklore materials also kept a large
data about their lives and activities. The education and
formation were typical for biys. Tole biy had ancestors
who were the famous biy whose activities lasted for
eleven generations. The governor of their clan Bakhtiar
biy lived under the Kipchak Empire. He was very rich,
was prominent by his bravery, eloquence, impartiality
and fairness. The people called him: «Elding baghyna
tughan Bakhtiar» — «Bakthiar was born for the happiness of the nation». One of Tole biys ancestors was
Maiky biy. He was very influential and Counselor of
Chinghis khan. Tole biys father Alibek was also a famous by in the region. He made a special attention to
Tole, when he noticed his talent and unusual points
of view; he considered that he had inherited it from
his ancestors. The early records have the following information about Tole biy, when he was 4-5 years old
his father took him to the different meetings and maslikhats, where the prominent people by their knowledge and wisdom gathered. Tole was very interested
at the oral poetry and history of the Kazakhs and other
ethnos which was unusual for his age. Following the
traditions of the nation Alibek biy sent a gifted boy
with the famous biys who were leaving to settle down
conflicts and arguments. Some sources said that Tole
at the age of nine was allowed to pronounce his judgments about the possible variants of the solution on
the considering cases. Sometimes under the supervision of his teachers he made his own solution of the
simple cases, which were agreed by the sides who
were taking part in the trail.
To the tasks of education of the gifted boy were
included the lessons of morality, acquaintance with
the nomad mode of life, presentation of the culture
and history of his nation, estimation of the peculiarities of the free life. It was very important that the boy
had knowledge about the delicate sides of the national
morality of the life. For that purpose his father sent
him to the herdsmen during the summer and autumn
encampment seasons. He lived together with them because the herdsmen were considered as one of the
well-informed parts of the population, who knew everything about the events of far and near auls and clan
communities. They always communicated with the
herdsmen of the neighboring community, exchanged
the news, spent their free times together and told each
other legends and fairy tales, stories about prominent
people and events which took place in last centuries.
When the applicant became an adolescent he had
to pass the examinations take bata from the old ak№3 — 4
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sakals and biys for several times because all the far
and near communities knew about his knowledge
and he was ready for becoming a biy. These tests had
only estimation character and were passed in several
stages including his appearance, his way of life and his
ability to concentrate in right situations, his eloquence,
wisdom and logical replies to the answers which were
given by the biys. Most of the questions were of sphere
of philosophic abstraction.
The necessary elements of the tests for the future
biy were the criteria of his opinions and moral establishments. Here are several examples. In one of the
meetings, one of the quests informed about Tole biys
talent asked him a question: who he considered as
«three orphans». Tole hesitated for a while and answered: «a land is orphan without rain; a nation without a governor; a word if it was said to a fool»- «Jangbyr
jaumasajer-jetim; basshy bolmasa eljetim; ukhpasqa
aitqan soz jetim».
All the sources stated that Tole biy began to make
his court decisions from the age of 15. He followed the
best traditions of the biy legal proceedings, where the
decision of biys would be considered as fair if there
were left seats for opposing side of the public in order
to show the impartiality of the court, the truth of the
proof and also to present the ability of a biy-judge to
persuade the participants of the case. During his lifetime Tole biy was named as; «Qara tidi qaq jarghan adil
biy»- «The judge of the high fairness who had the ability
to separate into equal parts the hair».
The authoritativeness and strictness of such large
biys as Tole biy, Kazybek biy, Aiteke biy.and others were
so popular in the society that nobody even the criminal
or lair could not escape his true court decision. People from different cans, juzes and farther auls arrived
to their court searching for a true decision. There was
a warning about Tole biy: «Tole biyding otkir kozi men
otkir sozinen sesken» — «Be careful of Tole biys strict
decision and sharp sight». It meant: «Did not look for a
right decision and go to Tole biy if your intentions were
unfair and you were guilty». Tole biy was recognized as
the supreme biy of the whole Steppe area.
One of the popular biys of the Middle juz was Kazybek biy (1666-1763). He was from the large clan
Argyn, from the kin Karakessek. His parents made an
important role in his formation of a biy: his father Keldibek was a famous biy, his mother Tokmeil who was
characterized as a clever woman with deep knowledge of oral culture of Kazakhs and steppe laws. People said about her the following if she were born as a
man she would be a prominent biy. She noticed her
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childs talent at his early ages and was the first one
who blessed him to become that one which he deserved by his talent.
Kazybek biy, before becoming a biy passed the
same school as the other gifted persons who devoted
themselves to become the recognized person in the
society- a biy. The old records of oral legends told us
about Kazybek biys meeting with the legendary biy of
the Middle juz Monke biy when Kazybek was 12 years
old and Monke was very old but had a clear sense. Informed about his talent, Monke biy decided to make
certain about it and asked him several question one by
one. There is an example of their conversation:
Question 1: «Shyraghym, atadan ush turli bala tuady: bir bala akesinen asyp tuady, bir bala akesining
okshesin bassyp tuady, bir bala akesinen keri qashyp
tuady. Sen sonyng qaisysy bolasyng?» — «A young man,
I know that all the children were born and grew up in
three levels: first ones are better by their knowledge
than their fathers, second ones follow their fathers and
third ones are in lack of their fathers. Which level do
you belong to?»
Reply: «Mening atadan asyp bala bolar-bolmasymdy aldaghy omirim, onerim biledi, al keri qashyp tudym
deu ozimede, ozgege de renish bolar edi. Azirshe, oz
oiym: okshesin basyp tudym ba deimin» — «How far I
better than my father it is a secret, which is hidden in
my undiscovered life and skill. I think that I follow my
father».
Question 2: «Ua, balam, otirik pen shunning arasyn
olsheding be? — «My sonny, have you measured the
distance between the truth and lair?»
Reply: «Olshedim, ata. Otieik pen shynnyng arasy
tort aq eli» — «Yes, I have. The distance between the
truth and lair is only four fingers» and put his fingers
between his eye and ear.
Question 3: «Aqyl kimnen shyghady, asyl neden
shyghady, qanat neden shyghady, sanat neden shyghady, aghat neden sghyghady-osylardy bilding be?»
— «Do you know who intellectual ones are, where the
values are, how the wings appear, how the purpose is
recognized, how one can be a silly?»
Reply: «Meningshe aqyl jastan shyghady, asyl
tastan shyghady. Tatu bolsa biri quyryq birr — jal, qanat
sodan shyghady; halkhy ushin qam jesse, sanat sodan
shyghady; onersiz bolsa bozbala aghat sodan shyghady» — «How far as I know, the intellect is characteristic to youth and young people are always intellectuals; the jewelers can be found among the precious
stones; where the tail and hair in good terms there the
wings appear; if the olds concern about the nation it is
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the recognition of the purpose; if the youth is ungifted
there is nothing worse than it».
There is another example of Kazybek biys mental ability. When he was at his glorious times, he met
with the governor of Joungariya, the neighboring country, who he had known very well before. The governor
asked him: «How many sons do you have?» Kazybek biy
answered: «I have one and a half son». The governor
was surprised be his answer and asked: «What does it
mean one and a half? I have heard you have five sons».
The biy explained that actually he have five sons, only
one of them whose name is Bekbolat can be useful
for his nation and to be the leader, and he considers
him as a full one, and the remain ones can be only the
herdsmen and husbands, he does not take them into
consideration and they do not represent a full man,
they are only his half.
Kazybek biy met with Tole biy several times in his
childhood and adult who was older than him by his
age, and he was very famous biy at that moment. To
study his art of biy-judge and received his bata — blessing was considered as recognition. There is described
one of those meeting in the literature when Kazybek
biy had become a famous biy already and was experienced to make a conversation with him. The following
fragment is about their behavior, how they spoke to
each other using secret words which were familiar only
them and how they guessed the thoughts of each other
in unusual, special way and forms. Once a young Kazybek biy gaining some life experience said to his father
that he wanted to meet with Tole biy and listen to his
speech. He went to Tole biy to receive a bata-blessing
in order to become a biy some years ago. Now Kazybek
biy wanted to master and pass the additional study at
the titled Tole biy. First his father Keldibek stopped his
son by the words: — Tole biy is a great biy and you are
so young and you will make yourself to feel at ease if
you do not understand or guess his expressions and
ideas. Kazybek biy insisted on that. That meeting was
a little bit later. After greeting Kazybek biy began to ask
questions to Tole biy:
— Alysyngyz qalai? — How is your distance?
— Alysym jaqyn boldy. — Distance became near, —
answered Tole biy.
— Tattingiz qalai? — How is your sweet?
— Tattim shyryn boldy? — Sweet became watery.
— Nesiening qalai? — How is your credit of trust?
— Nesiem oryndy bolyp, kobeyip keledi. — Credit of
trust became better and more.
After that Kazybek biy returned to his place, his
friends, who had accompanied him to Tole biy, asked

him to explain the meaning of their conversation. Kazybek boy said the following: when he said «distance
became near» he meant the weakness of his sight; by
the words «sweet became watery» he gave an explanation that his sleep became very bad; the expression
«credit of trust became better and more» he expressed
the idea that his children took care of himself and had
their own children.
For the special judicial talent and merits Kazybek biy was named as «qazyp aitqan Kazybek» — «approaching the last truth Kazybek biy».
Aiteke biy was the son of the tobe biy of the Middle juz Baibek biy. He was from the clan of Alshyn and
was born in the respectable and rich family, in the valley of the famous Central Asian cities Samarqand and
Bukhara. He lived in the middle of the XVII and till the
end of the first quarter of the XVIII centuries according to the chronology. By some data he was brought
up by his grandfather Aksha, who was pronounced as
the khan of the family of the local Kazakh-nomads. His
close relative was Jalantos batyr who ruled Samarqand
during the decades. His grandfather had placed his
large hopes on the young Aiteke and at the age of 7
he began to learn the khan government and the reception of the guests. Aiteke was taught together with the
grandchildren of Jalantos batyr in the religion school
in Bukhara and knew Arabian, Persian languages. As
one of the authoritative researchers, the master of the
folklore art Abutaliev N. mentioned that Aiteke became
a biy at the age of 25 in the clan Tortkara, at the age
of 30 he was recognized as a tobe biy — the supreme
biy — a judge of the Middle Juz uniting 29 clans including the four generations of — Alim, Baiuly, Jetiru and
Keten.
According to the records which were made by the
latest stories of their descendants and masters of the
history of culture of Kazakhs-nomads, Tole biy, Kazybek biy and Aiteke biy met with each other from time
to time except the all-kazakh and regional national
congresses which were made by the initiation of the
khans and biys. As they were playing the important
role in these meeting, they discussed the problems of
inter relation of three juzes — The Senior, Middle and
Young, and paid attention to the problems which were
of great importance for the nation and country, so to
have right solution of that questions. Their relation
was so respectful that living far from each other they
shared the news of political and economic importance
and presented gifts via their special couriers.
When they gathered together during the celebrations and receptions on different occasions or in the
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home of one of them these gatherings turned into exotic mass festivals and gathered a lot of people. During of such gatherings Tole biy and Kazybek biy asked
Aiteke biy who had arrived from the distant place:
«Jaqsy jigit dep, haghyz jigit dep kimdi aitady?» — «Who
do we name as the good man and who do we call as
the true man?» Aiteke biy answered: «A good man is
that who does his man’s duty very regularly. A true
man is that who admits the power of the word and
governs the others by his words». («Kozge ilingen jigitti
jaqsy jigit deidi. Tura sozge bassyn igen, ozining durys
sozinen bassqanyng da bassyn iugizgen jigitti naghyz
jigit deidi»). Two biys were pleased by his answer and
asked some more questions: «Aqylgyng shegi bar ma?»
— «Is there end to the mind?» Aiteke biy answered:
«The mind ends there where the anger begins». For the
question: «Jaymen kush synasar aldynda neshe serigin
boluy kerek?»- «How many accompanies should you
have before the battle with enemy», he answered: «The
mind, good horse and steel hauberk».
There is a legend that Tole biy before his death
ordered one of his sons to present his walking stick,
which he never left last years, to Aiteke biy as the
memorable present from him. It was the kind of special respect. Tole biys son arrived at Aiteke biys aul
with his companions and put up a camp not far from
it, but did not visit Aiteke biy and hoped that the biy
will visit him in order to make a sorrow on his father’s
death because Tole biy was much older than Aiteke
biy. Two days passed but Aiteke biy did not visit them.
Then they went to Aiteke biys aiil and accommodated
in the special jurt for them. When they met Aiteke biy
they had the following conversation:
Tole biys son reproached: — «My father is dead. He
was older than you by his age and by his title and considered himself as your elder brother. You restricted
the tradition and did not come to our camp and express your sorrow and grieve».
Aiteke biy explained his behavior with these sentences: — «You had the true cause to think in that way.
You are right that Tole biy was your father and the father of the nation and I had a special respect towards
him and had to come first to you to express my sorrow
on the dearth of your father. But you do not understand
the important matter. Not you became the orphan because you have the elder brother as me; I am the true
orphan because I do not have mourning elder brother
as you. In this occasion following our traditions you had
to come first to me and express your sorrow. All the
participants considered Aiteke biys explanation as reasonable.
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There are the farewell words of Aiteke biy which
he appealed to the young people about the conclusion
of his life: «Mening ornirim ozimdiki ernes, olim Ghana
ozimdiki bolady» — «My life belongs to my nation; only
my dearth belongs to me».
The popularity was a duty and rank for a biy because he was the public person first of all. Each biy
tried to be popular within and beyond his surrounding.
There was only way to achieve a popularity — to gain
the trust and trustful relation of the publicity step by
step, gradually. He had to pass that way by himself.
Promotion or rising up to the biys rank, to attempt
to take a high position was a dream for each biy, especially for those who got a success in the public recognition. There existed a holy traditional order and the
public recognition of biy was occurred on its limits. The
institute of receiving a bata- blessing from the experienced ones and famous olds-biys was considered the
most prestigious. As a rule before going to prominent
biys and pass tests, a young biy passed tests before
much less famous figures. According to Torekulov N.,
the famous researcher of the national oral art and collector of folklore materials, Tole biy got the bata-blessing from the ninety years old Jetes biy and a hundred
years old Anet biy. There was a saying about Anet biy:
«Anet babam- argynnyng er agasy, ari biyi, ari tore, el
aghasy» — «Respected Anet biy was from the clan Argyn, he was a biy, a governor and leader of the people».
Most of the biys were elected as the organizers
and leaders of militiamen and armed forces during the
military times and wars by their personal abilities and
merits of biys in political and public intentions. It was
expressed in the national code: «Qabyrghadan qar jausa, atan menen nargha kush, el shetine jau kelse- qabyrghaly biyge kush» — «If it is necessary to move from
the encampment when it is snowing then it will be difficult for camels, if there is a conflict between relatives
or it is time to protect the homeland from the enemy it
will be difficult for biys». According to the data Tole biy
took part in battles under Tashkent city several times
and twice in his life was the governor of it.
Three biys, recognized as tobe biys in three Kazakh
lands: Tole biy from the Senior juz, Kazybek biy from
the Middle juz and Aiteke biy from the Young juz, were
the examples of the judicial power and wisdom of the
nation and stability and peace in the Kazakh land. In
one of the all-Kazakh congress which was called by
the famous Tauke khan during the years of menace
for the liberty of Kazakhstan in the beginning of the
XVIII century not far from Turkistan city in the natural boundary «Kultobe», Aiteke biy said the following
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words: «Biz bukil qazaq- bir buening qulyny edik tulpar
bolyp shabayiq. Biz bukil qazaq- bir uyanung balapany
edik; qanattanyp syngqar bolyp samghauyq. Biz bukil
qazaq- birtoghaidyng aghashy edik- orman bolyp jasyldanayiq, kaiqalayuq. Biz bukil qazaq-birshangyraq,
bir qazan, bir torlik dastarhan bolyp atamekendi tugel
qamtuyq» — «We are Kazakhs as the foals of one horse
becoming the tulpars must be the first in the race. We
are Kazakhs as the chickens of one bird as the eagles
must fly high up the sky. We are Kazakhs as the trees
of one natural boundary must be large as a green forest. We are Kazakhs living under the one roof eating
from one kazan must unite under the common house
of our country».
There were kept their farewell word in the people’s
memory when they pronounced them before the departure after the ending of the congress which was
called by Tauke khan in Turkistan where the «Seven
Statutes of Law»- «Jeti Jarghi» was adopted. Before the
mass that arrived to see those off Tole biy wished them
to fight for the liberty and the territorial independence
of the Kazakh steppe and to be in unification because
it was the main task of everybody. Kazybek expressed
biys opinion about the peaceful coexistence of three
juzes without any conflicts and arguments. Aiteke biy
in his term said if everybody will blame himself that he
was come from a large or little juz that’s why he is more
notable than the other one, and considered him as a
biy not paying attention to the peoples community then
we are all in danger.
Abylai khan (1771-1781 the years of his ruling) said
the next words: «Batyr qol bastaidy, Qol bastaityn batyr
boly da qumbat; kosem jol bastaidy, jol bastaityn kosem
boly da qumbat; sheshen soz bastaydy, barinen de el
taghdyryn sheshetin sheshen boly da qumbat» — «Batyr
is the leader of the warriors, to become a batyr is difficult and honorable; the leader defines the strategy of
the movement, so to become a leader is also difficult
and honorable; orator is the creator of words, to become
an orator is more valuable than the other professions,
because the fate of the nation depends on him».

From the above narration we can make the following conclusions:
1. The expression «Adal biy — adil biy» — «Educated in fairness biy is an impartial biy» became the
ideological programmer of maintenance of stability
and peace of the Kazakh nomadic medieval community which was not connected with the common cultural
morality necessary for the success in that society. It
says: «A judge is a special figure with the high morality whose impartiality and fairness was out of question
and presented his inner persuasion. Kazakh biy-judges
succeeded in that.
2. The culture of mind must be the high criterion of the courts — that was the first credo of the legal proceedings. All the mechanism must lead to that.
«Dau syrai keldingder me? Aqyl syrai keldingder me?»
— «What is the purpose of your visit to have a conflict
or to have an advice». These words were the first warning clichHS of the biy-judges. These words meant that
every visitor should suppose for its mind consequently
to fair decision of the matter.
3. Expressions which showed the behaviors of
biy-judges: «Tura biyde tughan joq, tughandy biyde
iman joq» — «The fair biy has not any relatives; if
he has any of the then he is not impartial». These
words were the direction for the biy-judges and
have the common civilized sense for all countries
and nations.
In this article we were limited by the brief narration
of the biographies of the establishment of the famous
three biys-judges of Kazakhstan who lived and worked
in the VII-XVIII centuries and entered the history of the
nation as the bearers and examples of the wisdom
and fairness. They were the true flowerers of the high
morality principles and national law ideals of Maiky biy
(1105-1225 years). In their terms their contemporaries and descendants who made a judicial function following the traditional standards told about themselves
as the legal recipients of the ideas, activities and orders of the three biy-judges — Tole biy, Kazybek biy and
Aiteke biy.
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cquisition of Kazakhstan the status of an
independent state has expanded the spiritual
horizons and opened new perspectives
for modern philosophy. Philosophical
understanding of a wide range of problems of human
existence, man's relationship to the world community, to
their social and cultural existence is a necessary condition
for the development of the special sciences.
During the years of Independence we systematically
step by step developed a form of philosophy, which has
become a valuable core of a new integral vision that
meets the challenges of the XXI century in the context
of globalization and become a condition of spiritual rebirth of the people of Kazakhstan. In this new Eurasian
integral philosophy of understanding to promote a radical
transformation of the world not only from the standpoint
of universal human values, but also in terms of identity
of the Kazakh and other ethnic groups that inhabit our
young unitary state. It should serve to further consolidate
the multi-ethnic Kazakh society and orient it for optimum
entry into the world community.
In Soviet times, there did not exist the terms «Kazakh
philosophy,» «Turkic philosophy,» «Muslim philosophy» in
the literature. Philosophy was treated in the spirit of Eurocentrism, and that is the model of Western philosophy
has been recognized by its unique design: the rationalist, pseudoscientific, subordinated to the strict laws and
principles. Eastern philosophy that does not meet these
criteria and canons was evaluated as «poetry» and «exotic» (Hegel). Today, the term «Kazakh philosophy» firmly
entrenched in the philosophical lexicon, and research in
this area is now a priority. The integrity of the perception
of the world and man, the unity of mind and heart, spiritual and moral priorities of truth, goodness and justice, a
special type of tolerance and benevolence — all these les№3 — 4

sons of the Great Steppe absorbed Kazakh philosophy,
which has appeared thus surprisingly modern.
Kazakh philosophy is considered by us as the spiritual
essence of the nomadic culture with its characteristic a
special type of ontology, and, accordingly, — anthropology. Nomadic ontology does not play any of the matrix of
activism West or East contemplation of the matrix. Active
relation of man to nature means a friendly, caring attitude
towards it. This type of ontology implies the original unity
of man and the world, man and another person as opposed to Western opposition’s subject — object based on
the rule.
Studying the history of Kazakh philosophy involves
promotion to a new stage. This is due, first, an appeal
to the creative legacy of those thinkers whose work has
not yet received a proper assessment of: G. Karashev, M.
Dulatov, M. Kopeev, I. Omarov and others. Secondly, to
be a shift from the study of the philosophical heritage of
individual thinkers to a holistic problem-based research,
which should concentrate on the formation of a single
problem field of Kazakh philosophical thought, with its
profound interest in ontology, axiology and ethics. Third,
we need to conduct extensive and in-depth study of the
history of Kazakh philosophy as a determining factor in
the formation of national identity and national identity of
the Kazakh people.
World of Turkic-speaking peoples has created a rich
tradition in its culture and philosophy. For millennia, it
entered into dialogue with the Sumerian-Babylonian, Semitic, Egyptian, Chinese culture, and later — from Russian
and Western European, while retaining its identity, internal integrity and national identity. In the perception of Turkic Islam transformed by synthesizing a pre-Islamic folk
beliefs, especially with Tengrianism and Zoroastrianism.
In recent years there has been an exponential trend
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to reconstruct not only the history of Kazakh philosophy,
but philosophy in general, the Turkic (the terms «Kazakh
philosophy» and «Turkic Philosophy» were introduced by
me, 20-th volume of the «World's philosophical legacy»
is called «Turkic philosophy»). This issue reveals the highly
topical. First, an area of modern supercivilizatinal contacts
are particularly important in the context of globalization,
and the Turkic world and are just such a habitat where
there are Islamic, Orthodox, Chinese and Western civilization. Secondly, the newly independent Turkic states of
very high level of drive. This suggests that the present age
may be a century revival of Turkic culture and spirituality.
Between independence and the formation of free
Kazakh philosophy, abandon old stereotypes farabi study
receives new impulses, and came to the comparative
analysis of al-Farabi’s heritage with new philosophical
and methodological positions, in the context of Islamic
spirituality. In our studies, a recreated image of al-Farabi
is not a materialist and atheist, and the expression of
the spirit of Islamic culture. Rationalism that starts by alFarabi treated not in the way of the Western tradition, and
according to the Islamic paradigm, where reason and science is the way to understanding the First Being. The philosophy of al-Farabi has become a classic throughout the
Islamic philosophy as a whole, not just the Middle Ages,
and therefore its value orientations form a rod line of development of modern Islamic philosophy.
Group of researchers of the Institute of Philosophy
and Political Science made a comparative analysis of the
values carried in the worldview of al-Farabi in the context
of the unity of the cognitive, moral, aesthetic and religious
attitude toward the world, proved the relevance of the
value system of al-Farabi in the axiology of the modern
world, experiencing a contradictory process of collision
and fusion values in different cultures and civilizations.
Appeal to the history of Kazakh, Turkic, Islamic philosophy transformed the very type of the Kazakh philosophy,
helping to shape the modern model of philosophizing, the
creation of an integral worldview, based on spiritual priorities. Received a new philosophical and methodological
content, Kazakh philosophy began to implement responsible and primary objectives: creation of a new system of
values, adequate social, economic and political transformation and modernization of Kazakhstan's society.
Globalist paradigm puts on the agenda to develop a
new ontology and a new anthropology. In this regard Kazakhstan philosophers have made a breakthrough that
allows you to say that outlined the contours of solving the
fundamental problems of our time: how in the post-industrial information society to keep alive and direct contact
with being and harmonious development. As a result,

comparative analysis of the rich world's philosophical
heritage, including advanced concepts and data of the
human sciences, a model of a new anthropology, which
revealed a unique spiritual essence of man, his inner spiritual architectonics and creative destination in the world.
Progress in these area significant results associated with
the activity of Kazakhstan's famous school of philosophy
and its further development in the years after gaining
independence. The main intention of this research is to
develop a new planetary ethics of trust with a focus on
common cultural values and priorities.
Today Kazakhstan philosophers seriously analyze
the philosophical foundation of forming a tolerant consciousness and behavior, and tolerance as the ethical
principle of Kazakh culture, socio-political mechanisms
of tolerance in Kazakh society. As a result, we have developed a theoretical and methodological framework for risk
assessment and the consequences of destructive processes in the contemporary society.
We have already successfully mastered quite promising line of research topics in the philosophy of the context
of globalization and the nature, types, models and optimal conditions for Kazakhstan in the international community united. In this sense, the most meaningful analysis can be considered as the ratio of national and popular
culture, since the latter is imposed by globalization in its
current form. The primary question is, what are the terms
and conditions of preservation in the era of globalization,
uniqueness and diversity of the national image of the
world, and Kazakh culture. We have been the rationale
for the formation of the new Eurasian integral philosophy
of mutual understanding in an increasingly globalized
world, the study of its basic principles and priorities.
During the 2004-2011 period we have the state program «Cultural Heritage» prepared and published book
series in the Kazakh language «The philosophical heritage
of the Kazakh people from ancient times to the present
day» in 20 volumes, «The international philosophical heritage» in 20 volumes «Collected Works of Al-Farabi» in 10
volumes. On this basis, university textbooks «Eastern Philosophy», «Western philosophy» and «Kazakh philosophy»
were prepared and published.
Thus, our research field includes world and national
issues in the philosophy of their relationship, the new
historical and philosophical studies at the State program
«Cultural Heritage», on this basis will be new school and
university textbooks and manuals on philosophy.
Today we can say with confidence that the Kazakh
philosophy in post-Soviet period not only did not lose itself, but managed to keep a high theoretical level and
see new horizons.
№3 — 4
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nalytical work on the Muslim, especially
Arab geographic and historical sources
allowed find understanding of multicomponent structure of the Kipchak world.
It has become quite clear that the term “Kuman” is not
a European exo-ethnonym, but the name of a group
of Turkic tribes associated with the Kipchak world, but
not identical by Kipchaks. A new picture of the three
ethno-political groups in Kimek’s Khaganate of the
IX — the beginning of the XI century from Irtysh to Itil
(Volga) appeared in relief. Kimek’s tribes lived most
compact on Irtysh in East Kazakhstan and in the West
Altai. Central Kazakhstan was the primary domain
of Kipchaks. Kumans were the western branch of
the Kimek-Kipchak union and settled in the territory
between the northern Aral steppes and foothills of
the Southern Urals. Both Kipchaks and Kumans were
under the political control of Kimek’s Khagan. Power
belonged to the ruling family in Khaganate of which
there were Khagans. Kimeks have inherited and
developed the tradition established in Ancient Turkic
environments of VI-IX centuries, socially and culturally.
At the beginning of the XI century the heritage of
Kimek’s Khaganate passed into the hands of Kipchak
elite military and tribal elite. Earth from the Altai and
Irtysh River in the east to the Itil (Volga) and Southern
Ural in the west, and from Balkhash Lake in the south
to the Kulunda steppe in the north entered the Kipchak
Khanate. Kimek’s and Kuman’s tribal associations were
in the political dependency from the Kipchak rulers.
The political rise of Kipchak Khans soon led to further expand their territories. Kipchak rulers replaced
Oguz dzhabgu, captured the Syr Darya basin, Aral
and Caspian steppes and took control of major trade
routes that passed through the Volga region, Ustyurt
and Syr Darya. This section of highway that connected
Asia with Europe, with cities located on it, and fortified,
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had a great attraction as important strategic and economic region.
Rise of Kipchaks on the crest of political wave and
expand the limits of their influence has changed the
ethno-political situation in the region. In this connection historical and geographical term Dasht-i Kipchak
(Kipchak’s steppe), reflecting the essence of the new
geopolitical situation, appears and fixes for a long time
in the Muslim historiography.
Kipchak Khans continued the policy of expanding its sphere of influence, reinforced by economic
and military potential of Kimek’s Khaganate and Oguz
power. In the middle of the XI century the advanced
groups of Kipchak tribes moved to the west of Itil. In
the last quarter of that century they reached the Black
Sea steppes bordering with the Byzantine Empire. As a
result, the political hegemony of the Kipchak militarytribal nobility spread to the vast territory from Irtysh to
Dniester. Ethno-political formation of Eurasian scale
occurred under the auspices of the Kipchak Khans.
Were continued public administrative, military and socio-cultural ancient Turkic traditions. Due to the active
integration processes throughout the Dasht-i Kipchak
established historical and ethnographic unity under
the authority of the Kipchaks.
In the XII century, with the Kipchak factor was associated the representation as the most numerous of
all the Turkic peoples of Central Asia and Eastern Europe and the largest area of their settlement.
By ancient Turkic tradition, the great Kipchak
Khanate, had occupied such large land was divided
into two ethno-territorial units: the East-Kipchak and
West-Kipchak. Frontiers between them took place on
the Itil River. Military-administrative system, which was
attached exceptional importance, was the basis of this
division, because it reflects the specifics of nomadic
life, and was most convenient for the military organi-
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zation and the nomadic way of life. Military-administrative form Politogenesis was based on territorial and
tribal basis. By the number of major tribes in the state
have the appropriate number of territories.
East Kipchak Khanate within Kazakhstan was
noted by stamp the specific of century’s development
of nomadic pastoral societies through continuity communication of government entities within the steppe
civilization, whose parameters are associated with the
presence of the state, cities, literature and culture. It
should state that the emergence of the Kipchak state
it is primarily the result of their internal development
and the needs of society itself, the result of their caste
and class division and property stratification.
The supreme khans of Eastern union dominated
throughout the territory of Dasht-i Kipchak. The tribal

composition of Kipchaks of the East-Kipchak Khanate
consisted of sixteen ethnic components. Its structure
was complex and non-uniform, besides the Kipchak
It consists of Kimek’s, Kuman’s, Oguz’s, the ancient
Bashkir’s, Pecheneg’s, and Türkicized elements of the
Iranian-speaking ethnic layer. It is important to note
that the list of tribes of Kipchak was not accidental.
Rather, it was all strictly regulated in accordance with
the dynastic, social and political level of each of the
ethnic units. Strict hierarchy of clans and tribes in the
nomadic states of the Great Steppe was a fundamental principle of social and political development. The
peculiarity of the dynamics of ethno-social community
of steppe civilization discovers the attributes of developed state with tribal structures, which exist as active
social and socio-psychological factors.
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A fragment of a map Arab scholar al-Idrisi (XII century) “Surat al-ard” (Face of the Earth), which is the apogee of world cartography. Caspian Sea (Bahr al Khazars), the Aral Sea (Buhayra hvarazm), Lake Issyk-Kul (Buhayra al-Turk Turkic Lake), Balkhash
(Tahama), river Itil (Volga), Ural (Shura), which flow into the Caspian Sea, the Syr Darya and Amu Darya one channel flowing into the
Aral Sea is depicted on the map. Shows the area of settlement the Karluk in Seven Rivers with the cities of Taraz, Isfidzhab; habitats
of Oguz in Aral Sea region and in the Syr Darya basin, land of Turgeshes and Azkishes in Central Kazakhstan. It was reproduced
Kipchak’s habitat area corresponding current territory of northern Kazakhstan. It is noteworthy that to the south-west from Kipchaks
in the mountains Tagura (Tarbagatai) shows the city Sakumaniya, whose name is on the other dependent on the sources of al-Idrisi —
Abu al-Fida and Ibn Said, read as Cumans — former capital of the tribal union Cumans. In general, information about al-Idrisi about
Kazakhstan belongs to the IX-X centuries. At this time, the Kipchaks and Cumans were dependent on Kimek’s Hagan.
№3 — 4
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Representatives of the dynastic genus Elborili,
from which emerged supreme khans enjoying special
influence, ruled by Kipchak state. Toksoba (nine-tribal), and burdzhogly, ietioba (semi-tribal) belonged to
noble families.
Rearrangement of ethno-political forces occurred
inside association at the promotion of Kipchak tribes
on the west. Eleven tribes were part of the western Kipchaks. There is a relatively uniform composition, which
included only the Turkic tribes, besides the Kipchak, it
included Kuman’s and Pecheneg’s. In this respect the
tribal composition of the West Dasht-i Kipchak different from the East Dasht-i Kipchak quantitatively and
qualitatively. The ruling aristocracy came out mainly
from toksoba and burdzhogly.
In the pre-Mongol period the Central Asian Mongolian ethnic components were not part of the eastern
and western Kipchaks.
Kipchak Khanate was the last Eurasian state with
the most advanced system of steppe civilization. One
of the main parameters of the steppe civilization is a
steppe culture. The most stable its block is associated
with a particular phenomenon — the steppe lifestyle.
Its deep roots originate in the Bronze Age; the standards are approved in Saks historical-cultural community and develop in the Turkic state formations. The
high degree of continuity is characteristic of the steppe
life in space and time. For all ethnic and local variants
were developed stereotypes in a culture that survived
for long periods of history. They appeared in the material and spiritual culture, moral and behavioral norms.
A set of steppe Law (Tory) with its stipulations and
orders functioned in the Dasht-i Kipchak. This was
stated by Sultan Baybars in 1266 in his reply letter to
Iranian Ilkhan Abagu Khan that “our (Kipchak) yasa
above Genghis Khan’s yasa.” In the Kipchak Khanate,
due to the high degree of continuity of the steppe culture the traditional notions about law and justice are
integral part of state concept of steppe civilization.
In Kipchak society enjoyed writing. The presence
of centuries-old tradition of writing in nomadic state
formations of the Great Steppe of Eurasia arose from
the needs of administrative, economic and diplomatic
practice, needs of fixing the state laws and traditions.
In Dasht-i Kipchak, and there was paperwork, correspondence was conducted of aristocracy with the rulers of the neighboring and distant countries. Kipchak
scholars and wise men mentioned in written sources.
However, a significant place and role in the steppe civilization of various forms of oral tradition, which led to
the development of memory, public speaking and ap№3 — 4

pearance of a large number of the highest forms of art
— the heroic epics, and lyric poems.
In the Eurasian region of the Great steppe the Kipchak Khans were in close relationships and relations
with neighboring countries and peoples. In the east
they support ethnic and cultural links with Naiman’s,
Kerey’s and Merkit uluses.
Kipchaks were associated with the Kirghiz and the
Sayan-Altai Turkic tribes in the north-east.
The military-tribal Kipchak aristocracy supported
bilateral relations with Central Asian Seljuk’s, Karakhanides’s, and Ghaznavid’s dynasties. The necessity
of external security has led to conflicts and long wars
with Power of Khorezmshakhs claiming hegemony in
the Muslim world.
In the west, the interaction of Kipchak tribes with
Bulgars and Bashkirs developed under the Kipchak
language and cultural influence.
In Azerbaijan, the Kipchaks-toksoba became the
founders of the Ildegizid dynasty. And from the Kipchaks of Northern Caucasus steppes Georgian King
David and Queen Tamara drew additional strength to
own army.
In the Ukrainian steppes Kipchak in large numbers erected magnificent stone statues, bright symbols of their cultural heritage. In the West Ukrainian
tales and songs were deposited the names of several
active Kipchak Khans Bonyak, Tugarhan etc. In the
second half of XI century Kipchaks become so much
a part of ancient ideas about the world as a powerful southern neighbor — the Byzantine Empire. The
sources of broader relationships the Kipchak tribes
of XI-XII centuries with foreign ethnic groups are the
basis of it.
Within the Dasht-i Kipchak was intensive process of forming the Kipchak peoples, particularly in
Kazakhstan territory, stimulated by the whole course
of leveling ethno-cultural characteristics, which contribute to statehood, ethnic area, uniformity of forms
of management, the system of social relations and
community of language. Close cooperation the Kipchaks with different ethnic groups affected on their
ethnic community. With the ever-growing political
weight of Kipchaks many tribes and ethnic groups
(Kanglus, Kimeks, Kumans, Karluks, Oguzes, Chigils,
Pechenegs, Urans, Kais Azkishs, etc.), aware their belonging to a single ethnic group, accepted the ethnonym Kipchak and were themselves call the Kipchaks.
However, the final stage of forming the Kipchak nation
was interrupted by the Mongol invasion that ended
the existence of Kipchak Khanate.
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Development and achievements of
archeology of Kazakhstan
Creating an objective picture of the past now becomes one of the main factors influencing the formation of a national unity of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
on the formation of its statehood, strengthening its sovereignty. Therefore, scientific knowledge of history —
it is the fate of the people, the development of his selfconsciousness, serves education of citizenship and
patriotism in the individual and society as a whole.
In the system of historical sciences, which form
the consciousness of the people, the important role
belongs to archeology, which is one of relatively young
humanities.
Archaeology has produced a revolution in the science of history. A figurative expression of the famous
English archaeologist G. Childe «it has expanded the
horizon of history, almost the same extent that the
expanded field of view telescope astronomy. It has increased the prospect into the past hundreds of times
for the history as well as the microscope opened for
biology that life is tiny cells behind the external appearance of large organisms. Finally, it also made the same
changes in the scope and content of history, what radioactivity contributed into chemistry.» For example,
thanks to archaeological discoveries in Africa, the age
of mankind lengthened by 2-2.5 million years. The
whole world now knows about the outstanding civilizations of ancient Greek and Roman, Egyptian culture of
pharaoh era, city-states between the rivers Tigris and
Euphrates, Scythian and Saks art, cities on the Silk
Road, including Otrar and Taraz.
Special significance for archeology gets the countries and peoples whose written history is almost or
completely unknown. This fully applies to the history

of Kazakhstan, in-depth information, which is hidden
in the monuments left by our ancestors. It is difficult
to name any other region of Eurasia, where so many of
them. Kazakhstan is a truly open-air museum, which
most striking exhibits are buried in the Aral Sea, in the
ancient delta of the Syr Darya, in Mangyshlak, the SaryArka, Zhetysu, Mugodzhary, and Irtysh.
Found that on the territory of Kazakhstan were active processes of anthropogenesis, the first steps people did here. In the Bronze Age smelting of Kazakhstan
became the center of paleometal (copper, gold, silver,
tin) across the Eurasian continent. Kazakhstan metal
spread in the east to Xinjiang, in the west to the Balkans. During the existence of archaeological science
in Kazakhstan were reproduced relatively complete
picture the development of the ancient history of Kazakhstan, including the history of culture by scientists.
In recognition of Kazakhstan's scientific archaeological school is conducting a series of international conferences in Almaty, Kazakhstan's participation in the development of international archaeologists of the UNESCO
project «The Great Silk Road: the path of dialogue of
cultures», joint research with archaeologists from Russia, Italy France, Germany, the United States. Were investigated archaeological monuments by grants INTAS
«From nomads to the cities», «Problems of Aral» by scientists from France, Germany, Russia and Kyrgyzstan.
Researchers from Russia, USA, Japan and Germany participate in the program «Cultural Heritage».

The main directions the development
of Kazakhstan archeology at the
beginning of the XXI century
Now, when Kazakhstan became an independent
republic, archeology has found a new social status
№3 — 4
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within the new society that provides opportunities for
its further development.
Position about belonging of Kazakhstan to Eurasian culture is considered a priority guide in historical
research, education and enlightenment of the people.
Development and interaction of nomadic and sedentary cultures, cities and steppes, different ethnic, linguistic and religious traditions is characteristic of Eurasian culture. It is emphasized the continuity of cultural
development in Kazakhstan, the continuity of existing
cultures on its territory. In this regard, as the conceptual foundations for the development of archaeological science should be offered research directions, priorities and practical tasks, grouped into the following
blocks.
— Study of anthropogenesis, human origins and
early stages of culture in Kazakhstan.
— The theoretical development a problem the influence of Kazakhstan as society on the process of historical development of mankind, to define the contribution of tribes and peoples of the region on the evolution
of the material and spiritual civilizations of Eurasia, the
identification of the ancient roots of culture, art and
spirituality of the Kazakh people, the historical stages
of development of the state and the consolidation of
tribal structures into a single entity.
— Study of culture of nomads from nomadism to its
era of the Kazakh Khanate.
— Study of the interaction of civilizations settled
and nomadic cultures in ancient and medieval times
based on archaeological data, written and numismatic
sources, in particular, in decision the question of early
proto civilizations of Kazakhstan in contact zones of
settlement and nomadism and settling of nomads.
— Also is assumed to study the dynamics of development of medieval urbanization, its peculiarities in
Kazakhstan from VI to XVIII centuries in a relationship
with the steppe. Necessary to study the urban culture
throughout the Middle Ages in order to link the archaeological data with the data of ethnological research.
— It is envisaged the study of urban structure,
building and architecture, the city functions in the context of craft, trade and monetary, agriculture, ideology,
demographics, social, technological progress.
— Preparation, writing of scientific history of Turkic
peoples — one of the major ethnic groups of Eurasia,
has been playing an important role in its history. One
of the fundamental provisions of such publications
should be identification the time of appearance of the
Turkic ethnic groups. New archaeological data permit
a comparison of their culture with Turks culture of Cen№3 — 4

tral Asia of the Late Bronze Age, early nomads, including Saks and cultural community.
— The archaeological study of the «Great Silk Road —
the path of dialogue of cultures» to be continued. This
phenomenon is the phenomenon of human civilization. He served as a basis for Eurasianism from ancient times, linking West and East, Asia and Europe.
Kazakhstan was the original bridge and the integration
of cultures. In the cities there are different religions,
cultural references, ethnic groups that have created
one of the most striking original urban civilizations, traditions which have been carried over in modern times.
An important the role of archaeology in study the
culture of cities in Kazakhstan of advanced medieval
era of X-XVIII centuries as part of Muslim culture from
Cairo and Baghdad to the Jeti-su and Eastern Turkestan. The concept of «Islamic renaissance» includes
and medieval Kazakhstan.
Clarification of historical terminology and definitions are relevant. It is assumed that the terms «nomadic culture», «nomadic civilization», «mythology»,
«epic» and «animal style» are not entirely successful.
It is correct to speak of «steppe culture and civilization,» which meant not only wandering, but sedentary,
not only cattle, but also agriculture and urban life. Is
Sakas, Turks, Kazakhs only nomads? Exactly this socalled «exceptional nomadism» gives food for discussion about the empty lands of Kazakhstan, on the
ephemeral culture of the nomads.
Nomadism is only part of the steppe economy of
everyday life. Now are known settlements and towns of
Saks, Turks, and Kazakhs of the Bronze Age.
Among the innovative areas of Archaeology Landscape Archaeology should be allocated; social archeology, ecological archeology, ethno-archaeology, especially in the study of traditional Kazakh culture.
Certainly, further impetus should get new directions — the archaeological architecture, archeological
religious studies, the study of archaeological technologies. All of the above problems and directions of archeology will be accompanied by the latest computer
technology, using modern means of documentation,
mapping, and history.

Archaeology and cultural heritage of
Kazakhstan: the implementation of
state program «Cultural Heritage»
The variety and richness of cultural heritage is a
fundamental feature of a civilized society, the integration component of the national and state identity. The
broad concept of «cultural heritage» includes the men-
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tality that defines the ethical norms, and behaviors,
and folklore from the world of images and stray stories
to music mode. The real block of cultural heritage is a
materialized memory of the people. An important part
of this block is the archaeological cultural heritage. It
encompasses all types of archaeological sites: the ruins of castles and fortresses, swollen burial mounds,
the remains of ancient camps and cities, spectacular monumental buildings. Adequately excavated and
turned into a museum, which were investigated by professionals, they carry information about the deceased
ages and peoples. Not yet studied the monuments are
an invaluable information fund of humanity, his unfailing material memory. In the XX century has developed
such a thing as the archaeological heritage and the associated block of arrangements (archaeological heritage management) — guide of archaeological heritage.
The exceptional importance has the entire block
of the cultural heritage for modern societies. It gets a
special significance in an era of technological revolution and electronic media, when approved new mass
stereotypes, leading a kind of global standardization,
the erosion of individuality, both individuals and entire
nations. It was lost much traditional cultural tradition
including behavioral and moral.
Civilized countries with great attention related to
the issues of conservation and utilization of cultural
heritage. In developed countries, raising living standards contributed to the development of mass tourism,
development of tourist industry, which is economically
stimulates attention to cultural heritage.
2003 was a milestone in the development of culture. In his annual message of the President to the
people among the urgent tasks facing the country,
defines the tasks of studying and preserving historical
and cultural heritage.
The following 2004-2008, defined as the time for
carrying out of the State program «Cultural Heritage»,
which should make a breakthrough in the study, preservation and use of historical and cultural heritage.
Work on the program was continued in 2007-2009.
Archaeological sites, according to the program proposed for the study, including large-scale excavations
were chosen based on their importance and availability of certain backlog in previous research. This is
etalon monuments bearing an important historical and
cultural load and significant for the genetic memory of
the people, and those that included in the list of nominees for future World Heritage Site.
Research on the Programmer conducted a comprehensive, followed by excavation have followed events

related to the preparation of the draft, then preservation and restoration of the excavated objects and their
museumfication.
Turned into a museum monuments should be included and already included in the system of Kazakh national and international tourist destinations, to become
a kind of nodes of developing tourism infrastructure.
Based on these provisions, carried out scientific
excavations and research, analyzed the accumulated
material and developed the recommendations and
programs for their conservation and museumfication
— Monuments of Berel and Shilikty, Otrar and Kayalyk towns, Sauran and Turkestan, Zhaik and Zharkent,
started a significant work on archaeological sites of Almaty and Shymkent.
It was carried out conservation works on international programs with the participation of UNESCO in
Otrar. Separately for Otrar was created project «Revival
of ancient Otrar.» The purpose of the work is transform
of Otrar into Kazakhstan’s Pompeii, and it's real.
Undoubtedly, one of the main objectives of the Programmer is to prepare a code of cultural and historical
monuments, the strict accounting and auditing of historical and cultural heritage. Code is the foundation of
all work on the study and protection of monuments. It
were published a volumes on the Shymkent, Zhambyl,
Kyzyl-Orda, North Kazakhstan, Akmola, Almaty region,
Otrar region.
Execution of works on Code is conducted on a new
level with the use of computer technology and GIS.
Over the years on the program «Cultural Heritage» due
to the increase funding was obtained enormous amount
of material that will convincingly resolve many controversial questions of cultural genesis of Kazakhstan.
According to the program produced a large number
of scientific and popular literature, albums, movies
and videos.
New materials and research conclusions obtained
in the course of the program is used in the preparation of textbooks for schools and universities. Issued
textbooks for 5, 6, 7 classes and «Archaeology of Kazakhstan» for high schools.
Cultural Heritage of Kazakhstan is becoming more
and better known to the world community, science
near and far abroad.
In general, it should be noted that archaeological
science of Kazakhstan has been always worthy place
in world science, and there is reason to believe that
due to government policy on science at the beginning
of the XXI century it has been developed dynamically
and retained its high scientific level.
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The pioneer. Academician
Abiken Bekturov was at
the forefront of chemical
science in Kazakhstan
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here is a special exhibit in the new museum
of our University, which opened in that
significant day when President Nursultan
Nazarbayev spoke a lecture on the occasion of
the 75th anniversary of the Kazakh National University.
It is dedicated to the heritage of outstanding scientists
who built the foundation of education and science
in Kazakhstan. Among their names shine the name
of academician Abiken Bekturov, once immortalized
in the history of the University. He was destined to
begin the formation of the Kazakh Research School
of Chemistry, which was to reveal the variety of the
mineral wealth of the republic and help the blossoming
of his native land.
№3 — 4

Abiken Bekturov was born in the village of number
8, Bayan-Aul, Pavlodar region. From an early age the
desire for knowledge was the main feature of the future luminary of science: he soon learned to read and
write and in 16 years worked as a land surveyor of
hydro technical department of Pavlodar district land
management, and after he went to study at the technical school RSFSR People's Commissariat to Omsk. In
1928 Abiken entered to Siberian Institute of Agriculture and Forestry, which graduated from in 1931 with
a degree, "agronomist mechanic." In the same year he
entered to graduate school of the Central Asian State
University, Department of Physical Chemistry.
Immediately after defending his thesis the Candidate of Sciences and Associate Professor A. Bekturov
was invited to work in the newly formed Kazakh State
University. He was appointed Head of the Department
of General and Inorganic Chemistry and simultaneously — dean of the chemistry faculty. For a quarter century, he was reading at the University of Core Courses in
these subjects and special courses "Physical-chemical
basis of studies of inorganic compounds", "Structure of
Matter," directed by projects and dissertations. How remember the students, his lectures were distinguished
by clarity and conciseness of presentation. As a teacher Abiken Bekturovich was very demanding but fair in
the assessment.
A distinctive feature of scientific research of Bekturov and his students was their direct focus on the
decision the requests of chemical industry. Opened in
1936 Karatau phosphorite required the use of innovative approaches to their processing and production
of wide range of useful phosphorus compounds. A.
Bekturov conducted studies on the synthesis and destruction of polymeric phosphates, copolymerization of
phosphates with sulfates and silicates, chemistry and
technology of elemental phosphorus and ultra-phos-
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phates. First in world practice introduced the process
of obtaining fluorine-free phosphate by cyclone melting of Karatau’s phosphorite, also started production
of new types fertilizers differs the high maintenance of
nutrients and prolonged action.
In 1942, A. Bekturov simultaneously with the leadership of the chemical faculty of the University headed
the laboratory of Chemical and Metallurgical Institute
of the Branch of Academy of Sciences USSR, which
significantly expanded its capabilities in research. In
1946 he became director of the Institute of Chemical Sciences of the Academy of Sciences of KazSSR
and served in this position for nearly 25 years. Raise
a layer of theoretical and applied research is possible
if the scientist will be able to like a magnet, to draw
in these works ambitious young students, constantly
charging them with energy and confidence in achieve
their goals.
Abiken Bekturovich was a man of the state scale of
thinking, and his numerous articles about the problem
of development of chemical science and chemical industries in the country contributed to the formation of
the state approach to their development. Country appreciated the contributions of academician Bekturov
in science and education; he was awarded the Order
of Lenin, October Revolution, "Badge of Honor", a lot of
medals and diplomas.

... Today, at the Institute of Chemistry named after Academician A.B. Bekturov, where his students
are working, there is a museum about life and activity
the remarkable scientist, and the largest audience of
Chemistry Department of KazNU named after Al-Farabi
also bears his name. Abiken Bekturovich worked for
many years the dean of faculty. I remember stately,
white-haired old man, a strict and laconic... Much time
has passed since the organization of the department,
changed the location of the Department of Chemistry,
changing rooms and even the furniture in them. But
there is still a very valuable relic, a holdover from the
first head of the department of inorganic chemistry —
it's his chair, which was used for all subsequent chairing. It may not fit into the style of modern furniture, but
we will cherish, as talisman, designed to remind us of
our teachers and to be worthy of their place, proving
that their work and achievements.
We honor the memory of the founders of our profession in Kazakhstan and we know the starting point
of our history of chemical science and education. The
key to success and a special atmosphere, characteristic of the chemical faculty of the KazNU, is this.
Mukhambetkali Burkitbayev, Doctor of Chemical
Sciences, Professor, First Vice-Rector of KazNU named
after Al-Farabi
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On the occasion of Esen
Bekturov's 80th birthday
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Kazakh proverb says “The deep river
flows noiselessly”. The life and scientific
philosophy of Esen Bekturov — Doctor of
chemical sciences, Professor, academician
of the Kazakh National Academy of Sciences, laureate
of the Kazakh State Prize, and honored scientist of
the Republic of Kazakhstan— fully corresponds to this
truth. While well known in the scientific community
of Kazakhstan and abroad as a specialist in the field
of the physical chemistry of polymers, Professor
Esen Bekturov is also a highly modest and cultured
man, who sets high moral standards for himself and
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others. He is held in the highest esteem by his family,
friends, colleagues, and disciples, who will assuredly
pay their respects when Professor Esen Bekturov
celebrates his 80th birthday on December 14, 2011.
A light-hearted yet sarcastic comment once made
by the famous physicist and laureate of the Nobel
Prize, P. L. Kapitsa, suggested that while all scientists
are held in high regard, scientists greater than 75
years old are positively idolized. Such sentiments are
exceptionally applicable to Professor Esen Bekturov
who is still active works, for the benefit of his beloved
science, generates and disseminates fresh ideas,
prepares and guides the next generation of scientists
for independent Kazakhstan, and leads an active
mode of life.
Professor Esen Bekturov was born in 1931 to the
family of Abiken Bekturov, himself a remarkable man
who later became one of the first founders and academicians of the Kazakh Academy of Sciences and
during 20 years was the first director of the Institute
of Chemical Sciences (named after A. B. Bekturov in
1991). Professor Esen Bekturov continues in the footsteps of his father. After graduating from the faculty
of chemistry of Kazakh State University in 1954, Professor Esen Bekturov became aspirant and in 1958
defended his candidate dissertation. His scientific advisor was an academician of the Kazakh Academy of
Sciences, Professor M. I. Usanovich, who was one of
the founders of acid-base theory.
The subject of Professor Esen Bekturov’s doctoral
thesis, which he defended in 1972, was devoted to
the study of hydrodynamic, conformational, and molecular characteristics of amphophilic polymers in solution. These results he summarized in monographs
“Ternary Polymeric Systems in Solutions”, “Synthetic
Water-Soluble Polymers in Solutions”, and “Cationic
Polymers” published in Kazakhstan, Germany, and
Poland.
A postdoctoral period was spent at the Moscow
State University and Institute of Elementoorganic
Compounds, patronized by an academician of the
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Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Professor V. A.
Kargin, and corresponding member of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, Professor S. R. Rafikov. Esen
Bekturov initially headed the group, and then in 1966
he took over the Laboratory of Physical Chemistry of
Polymers that was organized under the auspice of the
founder of the Kazakh School of Polymer Chemists,
academician of the Kazakh Academy of Sciences,
Professor S. R. Rafikov at the Institute of Chemical
Sciences.
In the early 1970’s, and simultaneously with research teams of the Moscow State University and
Waseda University, Japan, Professor Esen Bekturov’s
laboratory started to develop the theory and now
scientific field of, so called, interpolymer complexes—products of interactions of two complementary
macromolecules stabilized by cooperative hydrogen
bonds. As a logical continuation of this research, such
areas as the complexation reactions of functional
polymers with various low- and high-molecular-weight
compounds (e.g., metal ions, surfactants, dyes,
drugs, polyelectrolytes, and proteins) initiated to establish new phenomena at the isoelectric points of
synthetic polyampholytes, and simple models of proteins, to design effective metal sorbents, metal supported polymeric catalysts, ion-conductive polymers,
composite materials, and uitrathin films, have been
investigated. Research in the field of polymer-polymer
and polymer-metal complexes, molecular complexes
of polymers, catalysis by polymers and metal supported catalysts have been published in various books
and review articles issued by Springer, Huttig, and
Wepf in Germany.
For the cycle of monographs and books published
on water-soluble polymers and their complexes, in
1986 Professor Esen Bekturov and coworkers were
awarded the Kazakh State Prize in the field of science
and technique.
Nowadays Professor Esen Bekturov’s research
topics cover stimuli-responsive gels and networks of
natural and synthetic polyelectrolytes, polymers for
biotechnology, biomedicine, nanotechnology, and environment protection.
During the time of Soviet govern and in spite of
the existing ‘iron curtain’, Professor Esen Bekturov
took the courage to break ‘the window to Europe’, in
particular, to publish scientific results abroad in foreign peer-reviewed journals. As an invited professor
he gave lectures in the leading research centers and
universities of the former Czechoslovakia, Germany,
and Japan. Through his promotion of the achieve-

ments of Kazakh polymer chemists, the Laboratory of
Physical Chemistry of Polymers became ‘the Mecca’
for scientists from various regions of Kazakhstan and
the former countries of the Soviet Union, and was recognized by foreign scientists.
During fifty five years of scientific activity Professor
Esen Bekturov has published about 800 papers and
short abstracts, including about 100 papers published
in English in peer-reviewed journals. He is author and
coauthor of 32 books published in Kazakhstan, Russia, Poland, Germany, and Japan and of 18 author certificates of USSR and Kazakhstan Patents.
Transfer of knowledge and experience is one of
the life credos of Professor Esen Bekturov. He has
guided the professional development of more than
three dozen Candidates of Science and nine Doctors
of Science for the universities, research institutes,
and industry of Kazakhstan.
Professor Esen Bekturov has always played an active role within scientific organizations. For example,
he is Chairman of the Scientific Seminar of the Institutional Polymer Chemistry branch and member of the
Dissertation Council. He is a permanent member of
the International Advisory Board of the IUPAC Symposium on Macromolecule-Metal Complexes. Professor Esen Bekturov’s achievements in fundamental
science have been recognized by numerous awards
and honors, including the Al-Khorezmi International
Science and Technique Festival, the N. Bohr UNESCO
gold medal (1997), the Kazakh State stipend for outstanding scientists contributing to the development
of science and technique (2000), and the National
Independent Prize “Tarlan” in the nomination of science. He is Honorary Director of the Institute of Polymer Materials and Technology (1999) and Honorary
Professor of the Pavlodar and Semipalatinsk State
Universities (2001, 2006). For his contribution to the
development of science in Kazakhstan he has been
awarded the medals “For Labor’s Heroism”, “Labor’s
Veteran”, “10 Years of the Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan”, and “65 years of Victory in Great
Fatherland War”.
The Polymer Society of Kazakhstan, former students, colleagues, and friends congratulate Professor Esen Bekturov on the occasion of his 80th birthday and wish him all the best in his scientific and
personal life.
Prof. Sarkyt Kudaibergenov,
Director of Institute of Polymer Materials
and Technology, Almaty, Kazakhstan
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utstanding scientist, eminent statesman
and public figure.
Doctor of Biological Sciences, professor, academician of the Kazakh SSR.
President of the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR (1986-1987).
Director of the Institute of Molecular Biology of
the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR (19831987).
Director of the Institute of Botany of the Academy
of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR (1981-1983).
He graduated from the Biological Faculty of the
Kazakh State University named after S.M. Kirov, postgraduate study of Moscow State University named
after M.V. Lomonosov. In 1966 M.A. Aitkhozhin defended his candidate thesis on “RNA in early embryogenesis of loach Misgurnus fossilis». The most important of these studies is the discovery in the cytoplasm
of animal cells of a new form of existence of messenger RNA (mRNA) in the form of ribonucleoprotein
particles (RNP) — informosom.
Since 1966 the research activities of M.A.
Aitkhozhin linked with the Academy of Sciences of the
№3 — 4

Kazakh SSR. He organized the first in Kazakhstan,
laboratory of molecular biology, the main focus of
which was to study the molecular mechanisms of protein biosynthesis and its regulation in plant cells.
He was the first in the world opened up all the
classes of informosoms of the plants — free cytoplasmic, polisome-related and nuclear, including the RNAbinding proteins, and gave them thorough physical
and chemical characteristics, including during germination of wheat germ, embryogenesis and maturation
of the grain. He spent the original experiments on the
creation and study of functionally active hybrid ribosomes consisting of subunits of plant and animal cells.
M.A. Aitkhozhin defended his doctoral dissertation in 1976 at Moscow State University. M.A.
Aitkhozhin received the Lenin Prize together with the
leading scientists of the Soviet Union for his work
“The opening of informosom — a new class of intracellular particles.”
In subsequent years, under the guidance of M.A.
Ajtkhozhin conducted multidisciplinary basic research
on the biogenesis of mRNA, and their involvement in
the regulation of protein biosynthesis, heat shock
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proteins. Under the leadership of M.A. Aitkhozhin was
developed a set of devices for the automation of experiments that are protected by copyright certificates
and patents in major countries of world.
M.A. Aitkhozhin organized in 1983, the Institute
of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, attaching
great importance to development in Kazakhstan, the
priority areas of biology: physical and chemical biology and biotechnology. The main scientific directions
of the institute are studying protein synthesis and
its regulation, biochemistry of grain, structure and
regulation of enzymes, the study of molecular mechanisms of action of low molecular weight of bio-regulators on the biosynthesis of DNA, RNA and proteins.
Later, M.A. Aitkhozhin opens in Institute the new laboratories: cellular and genetic engineering, transgenic,
and determines their research areas.
In 1987 at the initiative of M.A. Aitkhozhin was
created Kazakh Agricultural Biotechnology Center, the
lead agency determined as the Institute of Molecular
Biology and Biochemistry of the Academy of Sciences
of the Kazakh SSR. Academic and industrial institutions of the Eastern Division of the All-Union Academy
of Agricultural Sciences named after Lenin, Kazakh
State University became part of the Biocentre.
Recognition of M.A. Aitkhozhin’s scientific credibility was carrying at the Institute of International
Symposium “Prospects of Bioorganic Chemistry and
Molecular Biology” with the participation of leading
scientists from all over the world, including Nobel laureates in the field of molecular biology.
M.A. Aitkhozhin has created Kazakhstan’s school
of molecular biology. As a professor of the Kazakh
State University named after S.M. Kirov, he first introduced the course of molecular biology and a number
of special courses on biochemistry for students of
biological faculty.
In 1986, M.A. Aitkhozhin headed the Academy of
Sciences of the Kazakh SSR. All of his organizational
activities were aimed to provide release of academic science on the modern frontiers of scientific and
technological progress. It was identified priority areas
of basic and applied research for economic development of Kazakhstan. Particular attention was paid to
the importance of the participation of academic institutions of the Republic in the activity of Interbranch
Scientific-Technical Complex, Scientific-Technical
Complex, Scientific and Production Association and
engineering centers in performance of tasks of international and union target scientific and technical
programs. However, President M.A. Aitkhozhin fore-

saw the necessity for restructuring of management
system of the Republic Academy, enhancing the role
of departments.
Within a short period increased the role of the
Academy of Sciences as a coordinating center, increased collaboration with leading research centers
in the country and abroad. It was developed special
program “Personnel”, approved the Regulation of creative collectives in the Academy of Sciences.
As president of the Academy of Sciences of the
Kazakh SSR, and understanding the importance of
staffing, M.A. Aitkhozhin paid attention to the training
of staff, promotion the scientific and organizational
leadership positions young, energetic and talented
scientists, taking into account their professional competence, political maturity and organizational skills.
M.A. Aitkhozhin spent most socio-political work:
Deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, delegate
of the XXVΙΙ Party Congress, a member of the Soviet
Peace Committee, the chairman of Republic department of the Soviet Peace Fund.
M.A. Aitkhozhin was awarded the Order Friendship of Peoples, the medal “For Valiant Labor”, Gold
Medal of the Soviet Peace Fund. His name is listed
in the Golden Book of Honor of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Nagima A. Aitkhozhina
Doctor of Biological Sciences, Prof., Academician
of National Academy of Sciences of RK, Director of
the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
name of M.A. Aitkhozhin
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octor of Biological Sciences, Prof.,
Academician of National Academy of
Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Director of the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry named after M.A.
Aitkhozhin.
President of the National Academy of Sciences of
RK (1999-2002).
Academician-Secretary of the Department of Biological and Medical Sciences of Academy of Sciences
of RK (1996-1999).
She graduated from with honors Kazakh State
University named after S.M. Kirov, postgraduate of
the Institute of Molecular Biology named after V.A.
Engelhard of the Academy of Sciences of USSR (Moscow), where she defended her thesis entitled "Structural and functional study of nuclear RNP particles
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containing pro-mRNA", and then a doctoral thesis.
N.A. Aitkhozhina made a major contribution to the
development of biological science. She is the founder
of molecular genetics, molecular medicine and ethno- and paleo-genomik, space biology and biotechnology, molecular biotechnology in Kazakhstan. She set
up the laboratory of the genome and the laboratory of
the structural and functional genomics, where together with his students investigated the human genome
and plants.
Due to her efforts, the Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, continues to be a leading
research center for molecular biology, molecular genetics and molecular medicine, recognized in the CIS
countries and the world.
N.A. Aitkhozhina is scientific supervisor of basic
research in priority areas of biology and international
projects on grant of the genome laboratory. Successfully studied the structural and functional features of
genome organization in hereditary and gene mediated cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases of man.
Research continues on the early and accurate diagnosis and prognosis of complex multi-factorial gene
mediated diseases, which include auto-immune diseases and cancer, including breast cancer in women.
It was identified the molecular mechanisms of
plant resistance to pathogens. For the first time carried out the selection and cloning of genes of agronomic traits identified molecular markers for wheat
resistance to a number of pathogens that can significantly reduce the creation of new varieties.
For the first time in Kazakhstan under the direction of N.A. Aitkhozhina performed molecular genetic
analysis of DNA from a composite material of the
unique archaeological opening of steppe civilization
(Berel, East-Kazakhstan region). These studies laid
the foundation for the development in the country
studies on population genetics, paleo genomics and
ethno genomics, ethnic history and ethno genesis of
the peoples.
For the first time were carried out genotyping of
strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, circulating in
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Kazakhstan, the specific features of their resistance
to those used in chemotherapy drugs, and molecular
genetic markers.
Under the direction of N.A. Aitkhozhina developed
and implemented a program of scientific experiments
in space biology and biotechnology for astronauts T.
Aubakirov and T. Musabayev, as well as several other
expeditions aboard the space station "Mir" and ISS.
The practical result of the space experiments was to
create of two new varieties of potatoes "Tohtar" and
"Orbit" with increased tolerance to drought and pathogens zoned to the south and east of Kazakhstan.
Under the supervision of N.A. Aitkhozhina were
defended 18 theses on specialties 03.00.03 — "Molecular Biology and Molecular Genetics", including 3
doctor’s theses. Her scientific achievements awarded a grant from CRDF and an individual grant from
the International Fund for Basic Research ISF (USA).
The research results presented at international congresses, symposia and research seminars. She is
owner of silver medal of the International exhibition "Eureka" (Brussels) and the independent award
"Platinum Tarlan" for his contribution to science
(2000).
N.A. Aitkhozhina was a deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, a member of the Committee of Soviet
Women and the National Commission on Family and
Women under the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. She was a member of the Interdepartmental
Scientific Council on priority areas of Physico-Chemical
Biology and Biotechnology of State Committee on Science and Technology under the USSR Council of Ministers, a member of the scientific-technical council of
the All-Union program "Priority problems of genetics"
(USSR). She was a member of the Supreme Scientific

and Technical Committee under the Government of the
RK, the expert program INTAS (Brussels), chairman of
the National Coordinating Committee of the RK on the
development of a framework document on biosafety
of genetically modified organisms within the framework of UNEP-GEF, a member of the Editorial Board
of "Molecular Biology", RAS (Moscow), chief editor of
"Reports of the National Academy of the Republic of
Kazakhstan."
During his tenure as President of the National
Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
N.A. Aitkhozhina worked hard to preserve the scientific
potential of the country, attracting funds from international grants and international funds to develop new
areas of science and technology, putting them into
production. N.A. Aitkhozhina actively advocated for the
promotion and development of Kazakhstan science,
strengthening its position, maintaining the high status
of scientific institutions and scientists.
Academician of NAS RK, N.A. Aitkhozhina was
awarded by high government award — the Order "Parasat" for services to the state and significant contribution to socio-economic and cultural development. At
the Forum of scientists of Kazakhstan on December
1, 2011, dedicated to the 20th Anniversary of the
Independence of the country, President Nursultan
Nazarbayev gave the order “Barys» of the III degree to
Director of SSE “Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry named after M.A. Aitkhozhin” Nagima Abenovna Aitkhozhina.
Alija S. Beisenova,
Professor, Academician of National Academy of
Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Academician
of National Academy “Ecology”
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mirzak Makhmutovich Sultangazin was
born on October 4, 1936 in Kara-Oba
village, Uritskii area, Kustanai region. From
1944 to 1953 he studied at the Kara-Oba
high school.
In 1953 he entered the Physics and Mathematics Department of the Kazakh State University
named after S.M. Kirov, who graduated in 1958
with honors in "mathematics" showed a tendency to
scientific work, and was recommended for teaching
at the Kazakh State University. Within the walls of
this State leading university Umirzak Makhmutovich
worked for over twenty years where he started from
assistant to head of the department of computational mathematics.
In 1964-1965 Sultangazin U.M. was an intern
researcher at the Computer Center of Siberian
Branch of the Academy of Sciences of USSR in Novosibirsk, and in 1968-1970 worked in this major
research center as a senior research fellow. Umir№3 — 4

zak Makhmutovich always remembered with special
warmth these years of the fruitful joint research activities. Famous scientists, academician G.I. Marchuk, N.N. Yanenko, S.K. Godunov, M.M. Lavrent'ev,
and others have shaped scientific interests and attitudes U.M. Sultangazin.
In 1966, Umirzak Makhmutovich defended his
candidate thesis on "The splitting method for the kinetic transport equation," specialty "computational
mathematics" at the Scientific Council of the Institute
of Mathematics, Siberian Branch of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, and in 1972 on the same board
he defended his doctoral dissertation on entitled "The
method of spherical harmonics for a non-stationary
kinetic transfer equation," specialty "differential and
integral equations."
In 1974 he was awarded the title of professor. In
1975 Sultangazin Umirzak Makhmutovich elected a
corresponding member, and in 1983 — Academician
of the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR.
Academician of NAS RK Sultangazin Umirzak Makhmutovich — an outstanding scientist and mathematician of world renown, the founder of the Kazakh scientific school in the theory of radiative transfer. Under
his leadership, was prepared 6 doctors and 30 candidates of sciences. More than 300 scientific papers
were published by Academician Sultangazin U.M. His
research results have been put into practice in the
calculation of nuclear reactors, solving the problems
of atmospheric optics, remote sounding, sustainable
development and other relevant areas for the country.
Application and justification of the method of splitting to the system of equations the spherical harmonics method is also an original contribution of U.M.
Sultangazin to the theory of radiative transfer. Scientific works of U.M. Sultangazin served as the foundation for the construction of various numerical methods
in kinetic theory. Research School of radiative transfer
theory was established in Kazakhstan. Investigations
on the theory of radiative transfer and discrete models of the Boltzmann equation were continued by U.M.
Sultangazin and his disciples N. Sahanov, A. Akishev,
G. Kayshibaeva, A. Sakabekov, G. Sydykov, I. Irkegulov, T. Muldashev, K. Baboev et al. Scientific results
of the mathematical theory of migration have become
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the basis of creating an effective method of splitting
for calculating of nuclear reactors and problems of atmospheric optics. In 1987, for the cycle of papers on
transport theory Sultangazin U.M. awarded the USSR
State Prize.
The monograph "Mathematical problems of the kinetic theory of transfer" (Alma-Ata, 1986) issued by a
team consisting of U.M. Sultangazin, V.V. Smelov, A.Sh.
Akishev, A. Sakabekov, I. Marek, S. Mika, I. Zhitny, was
awarded in 1989 the prize of the Academy of Sciences
of USSR and Academy of Sciences of Czechoslovakia
in the natural sciences (1989) and is a desktop book
for young scientists.
Since 1978, the scientific and organizational activities of Sultangazin U.M. inextricably linked with the
National Academy of Sciences of Kazakhstan. From
1978 to 1989, during his tenure as director of the Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics of Academy of
Sciences of the Kazakh SSR, Sultangazin U.M. made
major contributions to development of theoretical and
applied mathematics in Kazakhstan. Umirzak Makhmutovich sent large groups of young professionals
for training and for further training in postgraduate
study into leading research centers in Moscow, Novosibirsk, Leningrad, and Kiev, continuing the tradition
of academicians Persidsky K.P., Taimanov A.D. and
Zhautykov O.A. in science education.
Under the leadership of U.M. Sultangazin the Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics grew into a modern research center with the actual trends in the field of
mathematics, mechanics, computational and applied
mathematics. The results of fundamental and applied
research of Institute in the field of mathematics and
mechanics embodied to monographs and articles in
well-known foreign and Soviet scientific publications.
In those years, under the guidance of U.M. Sultangazin
was organized the modern Computing Center of collective use of all academic institutions. For his scientific achievements the Institute of Mathematics and
Mechanics at that time was one of the best academic
institutions in the country.
Umirzak Makhmutovich is a talented organizer of
science, which confirms its active work at the Academy
of Sciences which won great respect and immense
prestige among the Kazakh scientists and foreign colleagues. The scientific community is highly valued his
deep encyclopedic knowledge, honesty, integrity, and
intelligence.
In 1985-1986 Sultangazin U.M. worked as an
academician-secretary of the Department of PhysicalMathematical Sciences and a member of the Presidi-

um of the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR. In
1986-1988 he was a Vice-President of the Academy of
Sciences of the Kazakh SSR.
Since 1988, over 6 years Sultangazin U.M. was
the President of the National Academy of Sciences of
the Republic of Kazakhstan. As head of the science of
Kazakhstan, Umirzak Makhmutovich contributed significantly to the radical transformation of scientific and
organizational activities of the Academy of Science,
developing the concept of development of academic
institutions, the establishment of research-experimental and strengthening of material-technical base of research, the democratization of science management.
He, like anyone else, knew that the future of Kazakhstan — in the development of basic research, high
technologies, in the formation of an educated society.
As President of the National Academy of Sciences of
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Umirzak Makhmutovich
invariably pursued this line to life.
Under his direction were opened three regional
offices of Academy of Sciences in the Southern, West
and East Kazakhstan, a number of new institutes and
research centers. In 2002 Sultangazin U.M., leading
the working group of the Interdepartmental Commission to develop proposals for improving the activity
of NAS RK, spent most of the organizational work for
conservation status of the National Academy of Sciences of RK within the Law of Republic Kazakhstan
"On Science".
From 1996 to 1998 Sultangazin U.M. is the First
Deputy Minister — Vice President of Ministry of Science
— Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
In 1991 on the initiative of academician Sultangazin U.M. was founded Institute for Space Research
of the Ministry of Education and Science of Kazakhstan, which he headed until his death. The outstanding talent of U.M. Sultangazin and organizational skills
has allowed him to justify the need for development in
Kazakhstan of practical cosmonautics. The Institute is
the brainchild of Umirzak Makhmutovich to which he
devoted all his energy, health, and was brought to the
last day of his life. How much effort he exerted to organize the Institute for Space Studies in Kazakhstan
and develop its main research areas.
Under his leadership the Institute has grown into a
major scientific organization with extensive international
contacts, highly skilled team of scientific and engineering staff, a solid material and technical base. Now the
Institute is one of the leading organizations in the field
of remote sensing of the Earth, satellite monitoring, geoinformation modeling, and materials in space.
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Scientific prediction, which had Umirzak Makhmutovich, amazing: put them in 1985-86 the new tasks in
the field of space and natural study and started at the
Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics the actual research on image processing using pattern recognition
techniques have become a priority of the new Institute
for Space Studies.
A great contribution he made in addressing the
technical equipment of the Institute with modern
equipment. Under his direction in 1994, at the Institute
was organized the Centre for receiving and processing
of satellite data, and in 2003 in Astana on the basis of
the Eurasian National University named after L. Gumilev was established the branch of the Institute — Space
Monitoring Center. Today it is the second center in the
CIS, where carried out the license receipt and processing of high resolution data from the Indian IRS satellites and data of the active sensing from the Canadian
satellite RADARSAT-1. For the first time Kazakhstan
center was certified and included in the international
network of centers on receive data RADARSAT.
The role of academician Sultangazin U.M. in the
development of Kazakhstan's space is high. Due to
his efforts, Kazakhstan is the only republic in the
former Soviet Union after Russia, which has implemented four National program of space research and
experiments on board the orbital manned complex
"Mir" and the International Space Station. Sultangazin
Umirzak Makhmutovich is the supervisor of four Kazakhstan’s Program of research and experiments on
board the orbital station "Mir" with the participation
of cosmonauts T.O. Aubakirov and T.A. Musabayev
(1991, 1994, and 1998) and the Program of scientific investigations and experiments of the Republic of
Kazakhstan on board of the International Space Station with the participation of T.A. Musabayev (2001).
The results of the work gave impetus to the development in Kazakhstan, such new areas as space materials science, space biotechnology, and space medicine. Umirzak Makhmutovich always supported the
idea that Kazakhstan, in whose territory is the largest
of the world cosmodrome "Baikonur", was among the
space powers.
Perhaps not everyone knows, but the State Program on development of space industry in Kazakhstan
has been initiated as a result of handling of academician Sultangazin U.M. a letter to the President of the
Republic of Kazakhstan N. Nazarbayev and numerous personal meetings of Umirzak Makhmutovich with
Nursultan Abishevich. Umirzak Makhmutovich made a
great contribution to the drafting of the State Program,
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approved in January 2005 by Presidential Decree of
Republic of Kazakhstan.
Sultangazin U.M. devoted much effort training of
highly qualified scientific personnel for the country. He
was the supervisor of the well-known scientific seminar
"Mathematical modeling and space exploration" and
"The scientific challenges of remote sensing" at the Institute for Space Research, municipal scientific seminar "Modern scientific problems in mathematics and
mechanics" in the Kazakh National University named
after al-Farabi, Almaty State University named after
Abay, Eurasian National University named after L. Gumilev, etc. Umirzak Makhmutovich with great interest
attitude to work with gifted children. As President of
the Junior Academy of Sciences of Kazakhstan, as well
as leading the competition, conducted by the Centre
"Daryn", and intellectual competitions "Leader of the
XXI century", he came with great responsibility and this
area of activity.
His scientific achievements Umirzak Makhmutovich generously shared with young scientists, lecturing as a visiting professor at Stanford and Maryland
University (USA, 1978-1979), University of Paris, Paris Institute of Automation and Cybernetics, College
de France (Paris, 1986), Karlov University (Prague,
1972), the Electro-technical Institute (Plzen, 1972),
the International school of Mathematics named after
Banach (Warsaw, Poland, 1985), Kyoto University (Japan, 1994-1995, 1999-2000). In 1999 he was invited
by the Department of Science and New Technology,
Government of India in Delhi, Madras to lecture at universities on mathematical problems of the nonlinear
Boltzmann equation and the scientific basis of remote
sensing, as well as to participate as the Guest of Honour and give the keynote lecture at the VI Symposium
of Ramanujan on algebra and its applications. In 1999
he was invited to the University of West Bohemia and
the Czech Academy of Sciences (Plzen) to participate
in the summer mathematical school and presentations
with lectures on mathematical modeling.
The scientific activity of academician Sultangazin
U.M. widely recognized abroad. He was elected a corresponding member of Russian Academy of Cosmonautics, a corresponding member of URSI (International Union of Research of Radio, Belgium). He was
a member of the Governing Council of IIASA (International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis, Austria)
from the Republic of Kazakhstan, member of the Canadian Society for Remote Sensing. In 2001 academician Sultangazin U.M. was awarded the Great Bronze
Medal of International Association by decision of Ex-
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ecutive Committee of the International Association of
astronauts (ASE) for achievements in the development
of a new industry — for Space Research in Kazakhstan.
In 2002 he was awarded the Diploma by decision of
Bureau of the Presidium of Russian Academy of Cosmonautics named after K.E. Tsiolkovsky for the great
achievements in space exploration.
For outstanding achievements academician U.M.
Sultangazin was awarded the Order of Red Banner of
Labor (1987), the Order of Lenin (for successful implementation of the first flight cosmonaut T.O. Aubakirov
and scientific program of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
1991), Diploma of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Kazakh SSR (1982, 1986), medal named
after S.P. Korolev (1986), medal named after P.L. Kapitza (1996), Jubilee Medal for the 10th anniversary of
independence of Kazakhstan (2001), "Parasat" Order
(for outstanding contribution to the development of
science and development of space industry in sovereign Kazakhstan, 2004). Sultangazin UM was awarded
the "Tarlan-2002."
Umirzak Makhmutovich spent most social work.
He was repeatedly elected to the Supreme Soviet of
the Kazakh SSR, USSR People's Deputy, was a member of the Council of Presidents of Academies of Sciences of the CIS, Chairman of the Kazakh Republic
Fund for Peace.
Umirzak Makhmutovich been characterized by
such qualities of leadership as a high level of professionalism, the ability to create a team of like-minded
and well put urgent tasks, a great performance, exactingness, a special gift to formulate the new necessary research problems for science and national

economy. He was always distinguished by active
citizenship, honesty, modesty, ability to create in the
team of employee’s healthy moral and creative environment.
Outwardly austere and discreet Umirzak Makhmutovich was sympathetic man, always assisted when
came to him on personal questions. Due to his clear
principles in science and life, Umirzak Makhmutovich
earned great respect among the people and the scientific community. He was recognized as a leader, principled person and a citizen.
Umirzak Makhmutovich Sultangazin died suddenly
on May 23, 2005 at the 69th year of life. Kazakhstan
science has suffered an enormous irreparable loss.
Happened was doubly difficult for the staff of the Institute for Space Studies. We were left without our
teacher and mentor, wise, strict, exacting, but infinitely
devoted to his team.
When we informed Academician Marchuk Guriy
Ivanovich about the untimely death of Umirzak Makhmutovich, he said with words of deep sorrow: "... he
was one of the most talented my disciples."
In order to perpetuate the memory of Academician
U.M. Sultangazin in January 2011 to subsidiary limited
liability partnership "Institute for Space Research" was
named after him.

Aknazarova R.B., scientific secretary of the
SLLP "Institute for Space Research named after Academician U.M. Sultangazin", candidate of physical and
mathematical Sciences
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n the autumn 2008 Abai Kazakh National Teachers’
Training University (KazNTTU) celebrates 80th
anniversary. The university was the first higher
school in our country. Formed in 1928 it is one
of the most prestigious educational institutions of
Kazakhstan today where more than 19 thousand
students study at 8 faculties, 1500 teachers
including 160 academicians and doctors of sciences,
about 600 candidates of sciences are employed. In
total more than 1500 employees including doctoral
candidates, postgraduate students, competitors,
magistracy students and probationers are engaged in
educational procedure.
Abai KazNTTU is leader in teachers’ training. Its
scientific authority is known far outside of our republic. The university cooperates under contractual basis
with 75 foreign universities from 23 countries of the
world, among which there are recognized centers of
science and education as Oxford, Cambridge, Eton,
Universities of Seoul, Toronto, Moscow, St.-Petersburg, Kiev, Minsk etc.
Development of Abai KazNTTU is based on the
concept of classical university and on recognition of
unity of educational and scientific processes. Commitment to these ideals played key role in consolidation
of high academic reputation of the university, maintenance of scientific and pedagogical traditions, as well
as promoted innovations in educational and scientific
activity, conformity to progressive world tendencies in
higher education development.
University has 6 Doctor’s and 2 Candidate Councils of Dissertation Defense in 29 specialities. At
present Abai KazNTTU trains conducted bachelors
and certified specialists in 72 specialities, in 16 spe-
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cialities of magistracy, 51 specialities of postgraduate study and 9 specialities of doctoral studies.
Abai KazNTTU is the leading higher school in the
country in the field of training of highly skilled pedagogical staff. So, for example, out of 9 faculties 7
maintain a tradition of training in 17 pedagogical disciplines, such as mathematics, physics and computer science, chemistry and biology, history, law and
economy basis, history and geography, Kazakh language and literature, Russian and literature, German,
French,pedagogy and psychology, etc.
The university trains 75 % of students in pedagogical specialities; 85 % of graduates of pedagogical
faculties go to schools. University has special system
of work with gifted schoolchildren.
The university conducts active research work. It
is confirmed by steady growth trend of number of defended dissertations in Special Councils of the university. So, for example in 2005, 47 dissertations
were defended: 12 doctor’s and 35 candidate’s dis-

Rector of Abai KazNTTU Professor S.Zh. Praliev
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sertations; 86 scientists are the members of Special
Council operating at the university, of other higher
schools, advisory councils of Supervision and Certification Committee in education and science sphere of
the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Scientific investigations held in the university
have both basic and applied character and are conducted in 14 directions: pedagogy, psychology, linguistics and literature, history; economy, philosophy,
sociology and law, political science, chemistry, biology, physics, mathematics and mechanics, ecology,
geography.
Scientific cooperation with foreign higher schools
develops in following directions: joint writing of works
with scientists from Russia, Kyrgyzstan, South Korea,
Turkey, Germany, China and some other countries;
scientific training of teachers abroad by grants provided by the following international organizations: SorosKazakhstan Fund, UNESCO, USAID, German service
of academic exchange, etc.
The University held international, republican and
theoretical and practical conferences, thus during
recent 5 years it was 64, including conferences on
pedagogy problems, 8 large scientific-theoretical and
scientific-practical conferences of international level such as: Teacher of XXI century, Ethno pedagogy

and problems of gifted children in education system,
Ethnopedagogy in conditions of education system reforming, etc.
The activity of KazNTTU was twice successfully
certified (in 1998 and 2003) and obtained state accreditation (2000, 2004 and 2006); thereby the university confirmed its high status and qualitative level
of teachers’ training including training in pedagogical
specialities.
In 2007 Abai KazNTTU became the winner of
President Award for great achievements in quality.
The university has joined the great union of European
Universities (Magna Charta Universitatum) and is the
winner of international awards United Europe and European Quality.
Dynamical time sets new tasks before university.
And in order to keep up to date it is necessary to solve
arising problems promptly and efficiently.
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Соңғы жылдарда табиғи газдағы метанды ароматтық көмірсутектерге тотықтыра және
тотықтырмай айналдыруға қатысты жұмыстар зерттелінуде. Сапалы катализатор ретінде Zn,
Mg, Cs қатар элементтер қоспасы Мо негізінде полиоксиметалаттар қолданылды. Ароматты
көмірсутектердің шығымына реакциялық қоспа құрамымен қатар, активті компоненттердің
табиғаты және тасымалдағыштардың да әсер ететіні анықталды. Ароматты көмірсутектердің
жоғарғы шығымы 7,8% талғағыштығы 69% құрамында Zn гетерополиқосылыстары бар катализаторында байқалды.
Настоящее исследование посвящено окислительному превращению метана до ароматических углеводородов. В качестве катализаторов использовались полиоксометаллаты на основе Мо с добавками ряда элементов: Zn, Mg, Cs. Установлено, что на выход ароматических
углеводородов влияют состав реакционной смеси, активного компонента и носителя. Наибольший выход ароматических углеводородов (7,8 %) при селективности 69% достигается на
катализаторе, содержащем Zn в составе ГПК.

Abstract
It was investigated the conversion of methane to
aromatic hydrocarbons. Mono- (Mo, Mg, Zn) and bimetallic (Mo-Zn, Mo-Mg, Mo-La, Mo-Ba, Mo-Ce) catalysts
supported on natural clays, ZSM-5 and ZSM-5+natural
clays were investigated in non-oxidative aromatization
of methane. Oxidative conversion of CH4 into aromatics was carried out over polyoxometallates (12th series
Mo heteropoly compounds) with addition of Zn, Mg or
Cs supported on aluminosilicate. The influence of reaction temperature, composition and percentage of the
active component of catalyst, space velocity, ratio of
reaction components, nature of carrier and addition
of water vapor were determined. 7-8% of benzene, 2%
toluene and 13% styrene were obtained in the process
of oxidative and non-oxidative conversion of methane.
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1. Introduction
There are huge resources of methane in gaseous
fuel deposits, such as natural gas, coal gas and methane hydrates deposited in the ocean and earth. Using
of alkanes is restricted by burning in the form of motor, household fuel, and as waste gases in “torches”.
The single-stage catalytic methods for conversion of
alkanes to necessary products are investigated by
scientists. Direct dehydroaromatization of methane
into benzene and other aromatics is important and
received considerable attention [1-5]. Most research
work on aromatization of methane was performed in
the absence of an oxidant. The oxidative aromatization
of methane is more thermodynamically favorable es-
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pecially in case of replacement of oxygen by N2O [6,7].
But the formation of carbonaceous deposits in reaction is one of the major problems. Addition of small
amount of oxygen may be useful for remove the coke
deposition [8]. It was reported that coke formation
can be reduced by adding of second metals [9]. The
results of development the composition of supported
catalysts on the base of molybdenum and zinc compounds for oxidative and non-oxidative aromatization
are presented.

2. Experimental
Mono (Mo, Mg, Zn) and bimetallic (Mo-Zn, MoMg, Mo-La, Mo-Ba, Mo-Ce) catalysts supported on
ZSM-5 and modified by natural clays were prepared
by impregnation of aqueous solutions of salts, dried
at 2500C 2h , calcined at 5000C 5h and investigated
in non-oxidative aromatization of methane. Oxidative
and non-oxidative conversion of CH4 in the presence
and absent of water vapor into aromatics was carried
out over polyoxometallates (12th series Mo heteropoly
compounds (HPC)) with addition of Zn, Mg or Cs supported on aluminosilicate. The tests were carried out
in a continuous-flow unit with a fixed-bed quartz-tube
reactor with 1g of catalyst at 600-7500C and atmospheric pressure. Gas mixtures of Ar + CH4 or Ar + CH4
+ O2 were introduced into the reactor at space velocity of 2400-10000 h-1. Initial reaction mixture and
products were on-line analyzed chromatographically
with “Crystal 5000.1” instrument. The catalysts were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, and
their surface area, porosity, and elemental composition were determined. Phase structure of catalysts
was recorded on DRON-4-7, operating at 25kV and
25 mA and employing Co-Kα radiation, covering 2Ө
between 2 and 800. Morphology, particles size, chemical composition of initial and worked out catalysts
were performed on TEM-125K with enlargement up
to 133000 times by replica method with extraction
and micro diffraction. Carbonic replicas were sputtered in vacuum universal station, and carrier of catalysts was dissolved in HF. Identification of micro diffraction patterns were carried out by means of ASTM
cart index (1986).
3. Results and discussion
The specific surface area and porosity of the catalysts were determined by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
low-temperature nitrogen adsorption technique. It
was found that the initial surface area of Mo-, Zn-,
and Mg/ZSM-5 are 236, 248 and 223 m2/g, accord-

ingly, and that the optimum pore radius ranges varied
from 40 to 80 Å. As a result of tests of catalysts at
600-7500С it was shown, that there is an insignificant
decrease of intensity of reflexes, but the structure of
the catalyst is not destroyed. 3,42 Å; 2,43Å; and 1,70
Å reflexes, characteristic ~for МоО2 (JSPDS 32-671),
were found in initial samples. Reflexes 2,27Å, 2,42Å,
2,38 Å, characteristic for Мо0,42С0,58 (36-863), were
appeared during processing of catalysts in reaction
conditions. It is suggested that formation of Mo-C
clusters is the important factor of the methane dehydroaromatization.
For the reaction of dehydroaromatization of methane on Mo-containing catalysts the induction period
by duration approximately 30 minutes was observed.
During the first moment in reaction products received
small amount of CO and СО2 even in absence of an
oxidizer in a reaction mixture. Then yields of aromatic
hydrocarbons increased [10-12].
It was detected that the yield of benzene is 7,3 % at
conversion of methane — 12,1 % (selectivity (S) = 60 %)
at W=7840h-1, CH4:O2=2,2:1, T=7500C on 0,7% H4SiMo12O40/AlSi are observed on low-percentage catalysts
in the conditions submitted on Figure 1 (<1 % of an
active phase on the carrier). Yield of C6H6 is reduced
at increase the content of active phase over carrier.
7500С is optimum temperature for benzene formation.
Substitution of proton on Zn, Mg or Cs in HPC acts on
activity and selectivity of process. ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi
catalyst shows the optimal properties in the abovementioned conditions (Figure 2). 7,8% yield at 69%
selectivity is observed on ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi.

Figure 1. Influence of the content of active phase
on yield of benzene (1) and conversion of methane (2). Catalyst — H4SiMo12O40/AlSi, W — 7840h-1,
СН4:О2=2,2:1. 42,9% СН4, 19,4% О2, Т = 7500С.
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Figure 2. Influence the substitution of proton in
heteropoly acid on cations on yield of benzene (Y) and
conversion (C) of methane. Catalyst — XnSiMo12O40/AlSi,
where Х — Н, Zn, Mg, Cs. W — 7840h-1, СН4:О2=2,2:1.
42,9% СН4, 19,4% О2, Т = 7500С.
The data on oxidative conversion of methane over
ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi at presence and absence of water vapor are presented on Figure 3. The process in
absent of water vapour is more effective at different
space velocity.
56

Figure 4. Influence of CH4:O2 ratio on yield of
benzene (Y) and conversion (C) of methane. Catalyst
— ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi, W — 7840h-1, СН4:О2: 1 — 2,2:1;
2 — 3,5:1; 3 — 4,7:1; 4 — 7:1. Т = 7500С.
Investigation the conversion of CH4 over Mo-, Mg-,
Zn- supported on ZSM-5 was carried out in non-oxidative conditions. Mo- and Zn catalysts show more optimal results (yield = 8,3-8,5% and selectivity = 44,553,8%). Toluene and styrene together with benzene
were obtained over catalysts supported on ZSM and
modified by red and white clays. The results are presented on Figure 5. The composition of carrier offers
significant influence on property of catalysts. Modification of catalyst by natural clays of different composition changes the ratio of aromatic hydrocarbons in
products. For example, addition of red clay with kaolin
and haematite structure promotes synthesis of styrene
and toluene. Thus, 7-8% yield of benzene was obtained
in oxidative and non-oxidative conditions.

Figure 3. Influence the addition of water vapor
into reaction gaseous mixture on yield of benzene. Catalyst — ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi. W, h-1: 1 — 7840, 2 — 2400,
3 — 10000. СН4:О2 = 2,2:1; 42,9% СН4, 19,4% О2.
Т = 7500С.
It was investigated the influence of CH4:O2 ratio in
reaction mixture on yield of C6H6 and CH4 conversion
on ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi catalyst at W=7840h-1. The highest results were obtained at CH4:O2=2,2:1 (Figure 4).
Increasing the content of CH4 in initial mixture decreases all characteristics of process.
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Figure 5. Influence of the composition of carrier
on yield (%) and ratio of aromatization products of CH4
at 7000C. CH4:Ar=4:1. W=6000h-1. 1 — 6%Mo/ZSM-
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5+red clay (1:1), 2 — 6%Mo/ZSM-5+white clay (1:1),
3 — 6%Mo/ZSM-5.

4. Conclusion
The received results have shown that maximum
quantity of С6Н6 is formed at temperature 750оС and
space velocity 7840h-1at catalytic oxidation of methane on ZnnSiMo12O40/AlSi catalyst. In optimum conditions the yield of benzene is 7-8 %, toluene — 2% and
styrene — up to 13%.
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“Top arts — is oratory” — says the folk wisdom. And
indeed, at all times in Kazakh society witty word had
great importance; it was valued above everything, even
human life. And therefore the Kazakhs had a principle:
“one can be deprived of the head, but not of the word”,
which referred to the rulers and common people, and
therefore the poets, without any fear of punishment,
could say their opinion to the ruler, whether it was a
kind word or unpleasant for him. That’s why akyns and
zhyrau, who had a sharp word sword, always were respected and honored by people, and they, in turn, highly appreciated such attitude to their talent and, tried to
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give aesthetic pleasure to people, sometimes making
them think deeply about the meaning of life, the collisions and challenges of life.
Verbal art was a part of life of the Kazakhs from
birth to death, was existing during the centuries-old
history of the Kazakh people, and was developing in
three forms: oral traditions (folklore), oral author’s poetry and written literature.
Oral folk poetry played an important role in the
spiritual life of the Kazakh people and existed until
the XX century. It originated in ancient times and many
folk stories and genres which existed during the tribal
system, developed during the further periods, undergoing transformations according to the historical development of the society and its spiritual needs. The
earliest examples of Kazakh folklore are the myths of
cosmogonic, totemic, etiological and eschatological
character. They tell about the origin of the Space and
the Earth out of Chaos, the origin of the Sun, Moon and
other celestial bodies. Myths also tell about how the
first humans and animals appeared, how the mountains, lakes, rivers and other natural objects emerged.
The myths explain why animal have certain look, behavior and habits, and also tell about the mythical
history of a clan and tribe, linking their genealogy to
certain animals — totemic ancestors. All these myths
in ancient times had a kind of “cognitive-informative”
function and naively explained the existence of the
world, natural phenomena, human and animals’ behavior.
Later, in connection with the increasing influence
of Islamic monotheistic religion the ancient mythology
collapsed. Now the old beliefs were declared heretical,
were prosecuted, and as a result, many archaic myths
haven’t been systemized and were not included into
folklore cycle. They began disappearing and converted
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into other genres, without losing their cognitive function. These myths did not form a coherent system and
philosophical-aesthetic integrity that was inherent to
philosophy of the ancient slave-owning states.
Ritual songs, tales, heroic legends, proverbs and
sayings were the most wide spread folklore genres.
They performed not only artistic but also social functions. Ritual songs were mostly of utilitarian and practical character, and accompanied all sorts of family and
everyday life rituals, traditions and games, as well as
calendar-work processes. Great importance had ritual
songs during weddings and funerals, because birth,
marriage and death of every person were considered
very important events and should be accompanied by
specific action and songs.
Tales, unlike the ritual songs, were told with educational and entertainment purposes, therefore fairy
tales and heroic and edifying tales were very popular.
The most archaic tales tell about anshy-mergen (hunter-hero), who was destroying various beasts and cleaning the earth of demons and other evil forces. Also Oriental tales and apology of moral-novellistic character
were very popular. The fairy-heroic plots were mainly
of Turkic character, whereas the novelistic and apological plots were mostly of Indo-Iranian and Arab origin.
In the Middle Ages, the scattered stories about
Alpamys, Koblandy, Sain, and Kozy-Korpesh undergo
cyclization and were transformed into epic stories with
multifaceted plots and numerous heroes. The original
story “Alpamys” which appeared in VI-VIII centuries in
the Altai, by the XIII century was subject to folklore cyclization and from mythological it turned into heroic
epic about batyr who protected the honor not only his
family and of the tribe Konyrat.
Archaic foundations of epic about Koblandy Batyr
also appeared in VIII-IX centuries, during Oguz-Kypchak
era, and in XIII-XV centuries, especially in the XVI-XVIII
centuries the old plot has undergone historical cyclization and added many episodes, became epic work
about joint actions of the Kipchaks and Kiyats against
Kzylbash and Kalmaks.
The storytellers who lived in XVI-XVIII centuries told
about the main events of the epic which existed in early times, and therefore Alpamys, Koblandy, Sain, Kokshe and Kambar, and many other batyrs who were existed in tribal epic, were fighting against the enemies of
that period. At the same time new epic (Tarikhi zhyrlar)
and legends (anyzdar) were created about batyrs and
khans, who have organized and led the liberation struggle of the Kazakhs. A large number of historical legends
and songs were created about Khans such as Yesim,

Tauke, Tursyn, Ablay and about biys such as Tole, Kazybek, Aiteke, Syrym, about batyrs Bogembay, Kabanbay, Karasay and others. The legends told about the
life of real people, their relationships and joint fighting,
their behavior and actions during the battle, and other
adventures. Based on the events of those times the
legends appeared which combined history and epic,
reality and fiction. During this period the socio-utopian
legends emerged about the golden age which existed
long time ago, when “Larks nested on the backs of the
sheep” (“koi ustіne boztorgay jumyrtkalagan”), about
search for a happy land called Zheruyuk and ZhideliBaisyn. In addition to the socio-utopian legends there
existed also historical-toponymic and religious-bookish
legends. Legends of the historical-toponymic character
usually narrated about outstanding historical person
who lived in early age, or about the history of some
place (often fictional), settlement, lake, river, etc. The
religious-bookish legends mainly were borrowed and
told about the life and work of the Islamic prophets or
local saints.
During the period of Kazakh Khanate, another new
folk genre has been formed — the romantic epic which
included works about tragic destiny of young people
who fell in love and were separated by ruthless parents, or because of insidious, treacherous murder of
the groom, or due to tribal feuds, or the unequal social
status of the lovers. Such were the classic love-lyrical
works of Kazakh folklore “Kozy Korpesh — Bayan Sulu”
and “Kyz Zhibek”. The researchers consider that they
have been finally formed as artistic epic of romantic
character during XVI-XVIII centuries.
The epic “Kozy Korpesh — Bayan Sulu” which
emerged on the basis of Turkic legend of VI-VII centuries, tells about how young people fell in love, how
their love developed and turned into a strong feeling
and how they fought for the love. The epic reflects the
nomadic life of the Kazakhs and the complicated relationships between clans, between people of the clan
and family, and also it outlines the characters, and
truthfully and convincingly shows the birth of love between the characters.
The epic “Kyz Zhibek”, which belongs to the XV-XVI
centuries, consists of two parts that are developing
two plots. The content of the first part includes the love
story between Tolegen and Zhibek and death of Tolegen from the hands of treacherous rival Bekezhan. The
second part tells about the future life of the beauty Zhibek who after Tolegen’s death, married brother-in-law
Sansyzbay — the younger brother of Tolegen.
Of course, the squad singers — the first creators
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of songs about the events, in which they themselves
were witnesses or took part played great role in the
formation of such epic plots and ideal characters.
Their names were forgotten when some songs were
combined into a big epic work and performed by narrators-zhyrshy, who later have separated from the squad
singers and became professional performers of the heroic and romantic epics.
Since gaining the Independence, Kazakhstan
has entered a common world information space and
the universal globalization. As a result, the life of Kazakhstan society, especially the spiritual sphere was
subjected to a large flow of so-called “mass culture” of
Western countries — on the one hand, and on the another — there was increased interest to the consideration of the roots of national culture, its various forms,
publishing and studying of the materials on history,
literature, folklore and art which were previously prohibited by Soviet class- Party ideology.
In such complicated and contradictory process it
was necessary to find the optimal way, which would
prevent the cultural expansion from the outside factors and create opportunity for comprehensive and objective study of national history and culture to fill the
“gaps” in it. So the best way is the State Program “Cultural Heritage” which was initiated by the President
of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev, which includes
16 sections, covering almost all types of tangible and
intangible culture of the Kazakh people. One of them
is the section “Folklore studies, literature and art”. It
includes all three directions.
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In folklore section it was scheduled to publish a
hundred-volume Collection entitled “Babalar Sozi”
(“Words of Ancestors”). 75 volumes of 100 were published and they include more than 800 texts relating to
various genres of folklore. These are heroic, romantic
and historical epics, religious, romance and adventure
epics, family ritual, lyrical, wedding songs and funeral
laments, historical and genealogical legends, songs
and tales, tales about animals, fairy, heroic, novelistic
and satiric, riddles, proverbs, etc.
Many of the texts are published for the first time, as
they were forbidden during the Soviet era, some of the
works published in Soviet times, were restored according to the original sources. Each text is provided with
scientific annexes, which include information about
the text and its variants, the historical-philological and
textual analysis of the work, dictionary of historical
and religious figures, dictionary of geographic names,
dictionary of ancient Arabic and Persian words, terms
and concepts of a religious nature as well as information about the narrators, collectors and publishers, list
of references, summaries in Russian and English languages.
We think that hundred-volume Collection of Kazakh folklore provides possibility of keep age-old wisdom
of the people, people’s immortal soul in printed texts,
and it also will improve our understanding and learning of the history of spiritual culture of nation, holistic
perception of the past and present of the Kazakh nation, as well as more intensive process of integration of
Kazakh culture to the world’s art and scientific areas.
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D

uring the 20-year period of its existence
as an independent state, Kazakhstan
has passed a difficult way of transition
from market-oriented reforms to the
formation of a mixed economy, focused on innovative
development of a deep economic downturn to
economic growth and social stability. Today we can say
that the economic policy of Kazakhstan is an example
of the world experience, the theoretical conclusions
and recommendations for a successful outcome.
President Nursultan Nazarbayev has repeatedly
called the first years of independence of Kazakhstan
the “years of survival.” As you know, in the early 90s in
the country experienced the biggest economic downturn in modern history of development, accompanied
by unprecedented growth in the rate of inflation, the

destruction of accumulated economic potential, mass
unemployment and growing poverty. Suffice it to say
that the gross domestic product (GDP) as a result of
annual decline in 1998 was only 61.6% of 1990 level,
per capita gross regional product — 66.7%, the unemployment rate — 13.1%, while the proportion of the
population with incomes below the subsistence level
39.0%. Inflation reached its peak in 1992-1993 and
amounted to 3061% and 2265%.
Developed and adopted in 1992, “Strategy formation and development of Kazakhstan as a sovereign
state,” proclaimed the formation of a social market
economy based on competitive basis. The government
announced the transition from planned to market
economies, from totalitarianism to liberal politics and
seek prosperity for all by ensuring that everyone who
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wants the entrepreneurial freedom and opportunities
of application of forces in any chosen field of activity
to them, while promising to increase earned income,
pensions and benefits as they grow and stabilize the
economy.
In the late 90s of last century in Kazakhstan were
held all market reforms: privatization process was
completed and established business sector of the
economy, created an effective system of government,
formed the banking sector, carried out the reforms in
the budgetary system and the social sphere, reformed
education, health, pensions, social protection, established the legislative framework for the functioning of
market-oriented economy. Basically were completed
reforming the economy and social sphere, created the
private sector of the economy and sufficient experience on management by Kazakh society in the new
environment, the international authority of the state
was strengthened.
The result of socio-economic change was the fact
that Kazakhstan was the first among the CIS countries
has received the status of the country with an open
market economy.
Further solving of social and economic problems
depended on the correctness of the choice of strategic objectives and priorities. And that choice was made
when for the first time on the former Soviet Union in
1997 has been Development Strategy of Kazakhstan
until 2030, which became a major target for the development of economy and society of the country.
In general we can say that the macroeconomic dynamics of recent decades include a few basic steps.
The first phase (1992-1995) was characterized by
a set of measures for the transition from a planned
to a market economy, forming of institutional — legal
framework of market relations, economic liberalization, filling the market with consumer goods. During
this period, the dynamics of all the indicators differed
lowering trajectory.
In the second phase (1996-1998) became the
main focus of reforms to ensure macroeconomic stability, improving the legal framework, financial systems, social services and manufacturing sector, the
implementation of de-monopolization, privatization,
bankruptcy and restructuring of many businesses,
development of small and medium-sized businesses,
forming a competitive environment. In these years, Kazakhstan has begun recovery.
In the third stage (1998-2000) for economic development of the Republic influence of world financial
crisis of 1997 and 1998. His influence on the national
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economy was mixed. For Kazakhstan, due to correct
and timely anti-crisis measures of the Government, the
depth of the recession was small.
The fourth stage (2000-2007). In the early twentyfirst century until to 2007, i.e. start of the global economic crisis, in Kazakhstan there was a dynamic and
sustainable economic growth. During 1995-2008, GDP
grew in Kazakhstan by 2.4 times, including only the
2005 -2008 — by 1.2 times. Economic growth rates
have been among the highest among the CIS countries
— about 10%.
The fifth stage (2008 — present) is characterized
as a step to overcome the global economic crisis. The
current crisis has resulted in increasing the regulatory functions of the public administration, finance
and economics, which assumed the implementation
of the most important and practical steps to resolve
the crisis and prevent a new wave of crises. It should
be noted that, despite the outbreak of the global economic crisis, economic growth in 2008 amounted to
3.3%, in 2009 — 1.2%, in 2010 — 7.3%. According to
preliminary estimates in 2011 growth was 7%. For
the first time in the history of Kazakhstan harvested
a record grain harvest — 28.5 million tons. Against the
backdrop of global recession and falling world prices
for raw materials such figures indicate the stability of
Kazakhstan’s economy, its financial sector and the
correct choice of development priorities.
Head of State outlined a clear direction, focusing
on macroeconomic stability, social welfare and economic modernization, without which it is impossible
economic growth and sustainable development.
Time has shown that inconsistency of views of
many Western scientists, economists, international
banking and financial organizations who believe that
the market itself is able to regulate all economic processes. Therefore, in many countries in crisis is emphasized strengthening the role of the state. For a
more active state involvement in the modernization
of Kazakhstan’s economy by decree of the President
of the Republic of Kazakhstan established a new major holding “National Welfare Fund “Samruk-Kazyna”,
whose goal was the coordination of all development
institutions to focus on implementation of the” breakthrough “projects of international importance. Holding has been instrumental in overcoming the global
economic crisis.
Among the priority tasks of stabilizing action of the
Government and National Bank President called the
ensuring the sustainability of the financial sector of our
country and the enactment of the Financial Stability.
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This plan was timely and, in our opinion, gave the
key to solving the problems of overcoming the crisis.
The government took the right position, deciding in
a recession to concentrate on domestic reserves, invest in the real sector, infrastructure, human capital
development in order to create a margin of safety for
the future and the foundation for a qualitatively new
breakthrough in the development of the country.
Stress Assets Fund was created by 122 billion. The
law provides for an increase in the amount of guarantees on deposits of population from 700 thousand to 1
million tenge, up to 2012 — 5 million, which increased
public confidence in banks.
On January 1, 2009 introduced a new Tax Code,
under which the problem was solved by threefold — reducing the overall tax burden for businesses, improving the tax climate for businesses with non-primary
sector while increasing corporate tax of the commodity
sector and improvement of tax administration. Sizes
of basic tax rates for all legal entities have been reduced — the corporate income tax — from 30% to 20%
and value added tax — from 13% to 12%. It should be
noted that the effect for employers of such a decline
for 2009-2010 was about 800 billion tenge free cash.
This increased the possibility of entrepreneurs to modernize and expand production, which was particularly
relevant in times of crisis.
About $ 10 billion allocated from reserves of the
National Fund. At the same time identified five priority
areas, including:
1) to stabilize the financial sector support to banks
— U.S. $ 4 billion (480 billion tenge) or 40% of the total
amount of stabilization;
2) the development of the housing sector — $ 3 billion (360 billion tenge) or 30%;
3) support of small and medium-sized businesses
— $ 1 billion (120 billion tenge) — 10%;
4) on the development of agriculture — $ 1 billion
(120 billion tenge) — 10%;
5) on innovation and infrastructure projects — $ 1
billion (120 billion tenge) — 10%.
Thus, taken steps to stabilize the economy and
its real sector, which played a positive role in socioeconomic development of Kazakhstan is mainly in the
tactical plan.
Overarching, unprecedented measures in a series
of stabilization tasks set the Head of State before the
Government of the country, is use of funds of national
companies to place orders on domestic enterprises.
The implementation of this task will stimulate the real
sector of the economy, which in turn will boost the in-

vestment potential of the country. It should be noted
that according to international experts, the financial
instability in the world will not stop the rising trend
of foreign presence in the country, and in next three
years, foreign direct investment flows will grow. Only
from 2007 to the 1st quarter of 2011, gross foreign
direct investment in Kazakhstan exceeded 80.5 billion
U.S. dollars.
To improve the competitiveness of the country and
out of the republic on trajectory of sustainable development has been established institutional requirements.
Already established new research centers that meet
international standards, and intensify activities in the
international market of high technologies to enhance
scientific and technological level of production.
Government adopted a number of strategic documents, including a Program of forced industrial-innovative development until 2014, the successful implementation of which will help consolidate the country on
a trajectory of sustainable development.
Course on forced industrial-innovative development sets great tasks to science. So today President
Nursultan Nazarbayev pays special attention to the
development of science and the growth of its human
resources. In Kazakhstan actively promoted the new
model of scientific development. In 2010 adopted a
new law “On Science” which lays the foundations
for competitive innovation system. For the development of innovative capacity of the country was created “Nazarbayev University” and a network of smart
schools. Work has begun on establishing a network of
vocational colleges, world-class.
Recently, great progress has been made in the field
of foreign relations. The desire to further develop a balanced and mutually beneficial economic relations and
the close integration of the customs of the three Heads
of States pushed to create a customs union within the
framework of EurAzEC. Nowadays formed the juridical
basis of the Customs Union with the new conditions of
foreign business entities, customs administration and
management, discussed the possibility of introducing
settlement in national currencies, particularly foreign
investment, as well as conditions of the transition
economies of the countries the Community in an innovative way of development.
Strengthening cooperation among member states
of the Eurasian Economic Community will give new impetus to the cooperation of business structures and
authorities, thereby making the best use of resources
and potential of each of the countries of the Community in order to improve the welfare of their citizens.
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n Almaty at the age of 90 years, died a famous Kazakh scholar, a lawyer, a prominent public figure,
academician of the National Academy of Sciences
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the pride of the Kazakh people Salyk Zimanov.
Salyk Zimanov was one of the authors of the Declaration the independence of 1991 of Kazakhstan
and one of the authors of the Constitutions of 1993
and 1995. Together with the country he passed many
tests, survived its historical rise and fall, new opportunities, interpret the past and present, and formed the
background of the future. Academician S. Zimanov
made a great contribution to the establishment and
development of legal education and legal science.
C. Zimanov was among the most active deputieslawyers of the Supreme Council, policy makers the first
steps of the supreme legislative body of independent
state. C. Zimanov — Rector created by him together
with colleagues of non-state Academic Law Institute
«Parasat», then — Kazakh Academic University. Since
2004 he is president of LLP «An intellectual-Parasat»
and as a research leader — the initiator of conferences, debates, research.
C. Zimanov paid much attention to the history of
the State and Law of Kazakhstan. His works «The political system of Kazakhstan the end of XVIII and first part
of XIX Century» (1960), «Russia and Bukeyev khanate»
(Alma-Ata, 1982), «Kazakh biy court — a unique legal
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system» (2008) and others have become classics in
the history of State and Law.
C. Zimanov, as a theoretician, spoke with the conceptual justification for the active role of the state to
protect its national interests, economic and environmental security of Kazakhstan. A series of articles later
became the book «The State and the contracts in the
field of petroleum operations» (2007). Preparation of
a fundamental ten-edition of “Ancient World of the law
of Kazakh people” by Academician C. Zimanov in the
last decade has great importance. It gathers valuable
information on common law of Kazakhs and biy court.
The State has highly appreciated the contribution of Academician C. Zimanov to legal science and
practice. Salyk Zimanovich — winner of the Presidential Award of peace and spiritual harmony (1993), the
State Prize of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2001). In
December 2010 he was awarded the Order «Otan».
High professionalism, intelligence, respect for the
people were inherent to C. Zimanov. A person of wide
outlook and intelligence, a great scientist, talented organizer who made a contribution to the development
of legislative base in Kazakhstan, Salyk Zimanovich
deservedly enjoyed the sincere respect of all who have
ever communicate with him. He will forever remain in
our memory.
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